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Chapter I

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE

SCRE\UT CUTTING LATHE

The screw cutting engine lathe is the
oldest and most important of machine
tools and from it all other machine tools
have been developed. It was the lathe
that made possible the building of the
steamboat, the locomotive, the electric
motor, the automobile and all kinds of
machinery used in industry. Without the
Iathe our great industrial progress of the
last century would have been impossible.

Early Screw Cutting Lathe

One of the earliest types of turning
lathes was the tree lathe, shown in Fis. 1.
A rope attached to a flexible branch over-
head was passed around the work to re-
volve it. Later a strip of wood or "lath"
was used to support the rope, and this is
probably why the turning machine came

Fi6. l. Early Tres Lathc

to be known as a "lathe."
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One of the earliest screw cutting lathes that we have record ol
was bui l t  ln France about 1740. Fig. 2 shows this lathe as i t  was i l lus-
trated in a book published in 1741. A hand crank was attached direct
to the headstock spindle. The spindle of this lathe was geared to the
lead screw, but there 'was no provision for changing the gears for
cutting various pitches of screw threads.

Fi6. 2. French Screw Cuttind Lathe, About 1740

(From Roe's ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TOOL BUILDERS; by pemision
of the publishem, McGraw-Eill Bmk Compmy' Inc.)
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Fig. 3. Screw Cutting Letlrp Mado by Hmry Maudslay, About 1797
(Courtesy Jeepb Wickham Roe, Author of "Englisb and American Tool Buildcs")

Henr1r Maudclay
Ifenry Maudslay, an Englishman, tave us the fundamental principles

of the screw cutting engine lathe in a small lathe which he designed and
built about 7797. On this lathe the gears used to connect the spindle with
the lead screw could be changed, permitting the use of different gear ratios
for cutting various pitches of screw threads.

Early American Latheo
Lathes were built in the United States between 1800 and 1830 with

wood beds and. iron ways. In 1836 Putnam of X'itchburg, Massachu-
setts built a small lathe with a lead screw. In 1850 iron bed lathes
were made in New Haven, Connecticut, and in 1853 Freeland in New
York City built a lathe, estimated 20 in. swing x 72 ft. bed' with iron
bed and back geared head.

Fic. 5. A Standard Chenge Gear Bench lathe with Power
Lonaitudinnl FedE and Powcr Crus-feeda

Standard Change Gear Lathe

Fig. 6. End Vicw of Staodard
Change Gear Larhc

The end view of a standard change.g_ear bench lathe, and the gearing
for conneglling the_ headstock spindle-with the lead 

""."i 
orite l"?h;-"."

shown in Fig.6. The gears may be arranged so that practically u"v pit"r,
of screw thread may be cut. The change
gears are also used for obtaining a
wide range of power cross feeds and
powe-r longitudinal feeds for turning
and facing operations.

The standard change gear type of
lathe is popular in the small  shop, as
it  is less expensive than the quick
change gear type of lathe. I t  is also
widely used in industr ial plants for
production operations where few
changes of threads and feeds are nec-
essary. For this class of work the
standard change gear lathe has an ad-
vantage in that when set up with the
correct feeds for an operation the ad-
justments are not as easi ly tampered
with and changed as they are on the
quick change gear lathe.

Frs. 4. A !fiodorn Standard Change Geu Bench Lathe



Fig. 7. A Modern Quick Change Geor Box

I
Fis. 9. A Modern Undemeath Motor Driven Toolroom Lathe

Toolroom Lathe

The Toolroom Lathe is the most modern type of back-geared screw
cutting lathe. It is supplied with underneath belt motor drive and quick
change gear box, as shown in Fig, 9. Toolroom lathes are given special
accuracy tests during the process of manufacture and are equipped with
taper attachment, thread dial indicator, draw-in collet chuck attach-
ment, collet rack, chip pan, and micrometer carriage stop. These
attachments greatly increase the usefulness of the lathe.

Quick Change Gear l-atte

A quick change gear lathe is one in which the gearing between the

spindle and lead screw is so arranged that changes for obtaining various

pit"t", of screw threads may be made through a quick change gear box

without having to change loose gears.

Fig. ? shows a modern quick change gear box' The quick change gear

mech;ism is attached to the left end of the lathe and provides a series

of 48 changes for cutting screw threads from 4 to 224 per inch' also a

wide range of power feeds for turning, boring, and facing' See page 25'

Thequickchangegeaftypeof latheispopular inbusyshopswhere
f"d;;;; changes if ihre"ds and feeds must be made such as in tool

and die work' general rePair and

maintenance, and for some Pro-
duction operations.

Quick Change Gear Box

The interior of the quick
change gear box is shown in Fig.

8. The gears in this gear box

are shifted bY levers operated
lrom the front of the lathe and
replace the indePendent change
gears used on. the standard
change gear type of lathe.

The Toolroom Precision Lathe,
the toolrooms of industrial plants
and thread gauges, f lxtures, Jigs,
etc.,  for making and test ing the
products manutactured.

A typical toolroom job, the
making of a set of master thread
gauges, is shown at r ight in Fig.
10. A threaded plug gauge for
checking internal threads is being
finished in the lathe and the round
object in the lower left-hand cor-
ner is the threaded ring gauge for
checking external threads.

as i ts name implies, is used in
for making fine tools, test gauges

Fig. 8. Interior of Quick Change Gear Bor
Fic. 10. A Typical Toolroom Job

\,



The Underneatf, Belt Motor Drivo
The modern underneath belt motor drive shown in Figs. l-i., !2, J:B,

and 14 is an efrcient ard practical direct drive equipmettl fot'a blck-
g.eared screw cutting lathe, This drive is unusually compact rttd i.
silent, powerful and economical in operation.

The motor and driving mechanism are fully enclosed in the cabinet
leg underneath the lathe headstock. There are no exposed pulleys,
belts or gears and no overhead belts or pulleys to obstiuct vi'sion or
cast shadows upon the work.

Power is transmitted from the motor to the countershaft by v-belt
and from the countershaft up through the lathe bed to the h6adstock
cone pulley by a flat leather belt.

FlE. 1l Undernsth Belt Motor Drlve for 9" and lo'K Lathes

CONE
PUr!tY

tEt l

v. t tLr
ADJUST.
SENT

)

End View Front View

End Vlew Front View Fig. 13. Cros Setion End Yiew of
Undemeath Belt Motor Drive

Fk f4. Phantom View of Undernesth
Belt Motar Driyo

\

Fig. 12. Underneath Belt Motor Drive for 10"-1" Collet Lathe
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FlA. t5 A 9- lnch' l 'oolroorn Model Rench I-r the
wtth Adjusttrble llorl?.ontal Motor l)rlve

Horizontal Motor Drive for Bench Lathes

is used bet ' lveen the l l lotor pul ley and the cott t i tetshaft  pul ley.

Size and Capacity of the Lathe
In the United States the size of a Screw Cutting Lathe is designated

by the swing over bed and the lentth of bed, as indicated in Fig. 17
above. X'or example, a 16 in. x 8 ft. lathe is one having a swint over
the bed "A" suff icient to take work up to 16 in. in diameter and having
a bed length "C" of eight feet.

European tool manufacturers designate the size of a lathe by its
radius "R" or center height. For example, an 8-in. center lathe is a
lathe having a radius of eight inches. What the European terms an
8-in. center lathe, the American calls a 16-in. swing lathe.

The swing over the tool rest of the lathe is less than the swlng
over the bed, and the maximum distance between centers "8" is less
than the length of the bed. These figures must be considered carefully
as they determine the size of work that can be machined between
centers.

Selecting a Lathe for the Shop

When selecting a lathe, the most important point to consider ls
the size of the work. The lathe should be large enough to accommo-
date the various classes of work that will be handled. This is deter-
mined by the greatest diameter and length of work that will be
machined in the lathe. The lathe selected should have a swing capacity
and distance between centers at least t0ls greater than the lartest Job
that wiII  be handled.

Types of Lathes for Various Classer of Work

If the lathe you require is a large one, 13-in. swing or more, the
floor leg type is recommended. If the lathe needed is of 9-in. or 10-in.
swing, either a bench lathe or a floor leg lathe may be selected. tr'loor
leg lathes are usually more rigid than a lathe mounted on a bench
because the heavy cast iron lets provide a sturdy, heavy support. If a
bench lathe is used, the bench should be sturdy and r igid and should
have a top of 2-in. lumber.

Fi{ .  16.  End View of  a Bench Lathe with Adjustable
- Hor izontal  l \ lotor f ) r ive

Fi{. 17. Size and Capacity of a Lathe

\.



Change Gear EquiPment

Quick change qe?,r lathes are preferred in busy shops where

freouent changes o, ,"r"u-a-" 
-""a 

t""ds are required. standard change

1""1-j'iir,"J-ri" "*a 
iii iiia;;lL'l ;li;p" on i6bs that do not require

i'o-., nhonqes fcir th";ds ;li"a.' 
"tit 

in lmall shops that do not
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fr,any chanses for -threads 
or :

[u"d" grea-t deal of lathe work'

Fi$. 1g. fact-Ceared Hesdetock, Gear Guards Reooved

Fi8r. l8-A- Above.
Cloeeup showing
hinged glard for
bull gcar lock
pin

Headstock Spindle and Bearings

The lathe headstock spindle should be made of a good quality alloy
spindle steel, and for best ser-vice should be heat treated after it is
machined, and all bearing surfaces, including the taper hole, should be
carburized, hardened and ground.

The journal bearing surfaces on the spindle should be "superfinished"
to a smoothness of five microinches (.000005")*. When equipped with a
superfinished spindle, precision bearing inserts, and proper lubrication
facilities, the lathe can be operated at the high speeds essential for the ef-
ficient use of modern tungsten-carbide tipped cutter bits and the machining
of plastics without danger of overheating or scoring the spindle bearings.

Iathe Bed Conctruction

The lathe bed is the foundation on which the lathe is built, so it
must be substantially constructed and scientifically designed. Fig. 20
shows an end view of a lathe bed, which is an example of modern design.

Prismatic V-ways have
been found to be the most ac-
curate and serviceable type of
ways for lathe beds and have
been adopted by most of the
leading machine tool builders.
The two outer V-ways (1 and
4) guide the lathe carriage,
while the inner V-waY and flat

way (2 and 3) align headstock
and tailstock.

The V-ways of the lathe
bed are carefully precision fin-
ished so that the headstock,
carriage and tailstock are per-

fectly fitted and aligned paral-
lel to the axis of spindle the
entire length of bed.

aMGasurcmcnb in microinchea rru.
Fig. 20. End View of Lathe Bed Showing

Prismatic Y-Ways

\

Fig. 19. Eardened Alloy Stcel Hesdstock Spindle with Superfinished Spindlo
Bearing Surfaces
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The Lathe Carriage

The lathe carriage includes the apron, saddle, eompound rest and
tool post, Since the carriage supports the cutting tool and controls its
action, it is one of the most important units of the lathe. The carriage
shown in Fig.21 is modern and practical.

The apron is of double wall construction with all gears made of steel.
A powerful multiple disc clutch is provided for driving the power feeds.
An automatic safety device prevents the half nuts and automatic feeds
from being engaged at the same time.

The threads of the lead screw are used only for thread cutting.
A spline in the lead screw drives a worm in the apron which operates
the power carriage feeds.

Interior of Apron

The lnterior of the aPron
ls shown in Fig. 22 at rigo-t.
The spline in the lead screw
which drives the worm for
operating the power longi-
tudinal feeds and povrer
cross feeds is clearly shown.

The half nuts for thread
cutting are dovetailed into
the back wall of the apron.

. Fi$,23. Leveling the Lathe

Chapter II

SETTING UP AND LEVELING THE LATHE

A new lathe should be very carefully unpacked and installed so
that all of the flne accuracy that haq been buitt into the lathe by the
manufacturer will be retained.

Do not allow a hammer or crow bar to strike the lathe whlle un-
packing as this may cause serious damage. Look carefully in all packing
material for small  parts, instruct ion material,  etc. Study al l  reference
books and instruct ion sheets careful ly before sett ing up the lathe.

Clean the new lathe thoroughly with a stiff brush and kerosene.
Wipe with a clean cloth and then immediately cover aII unpainted
surfaces with a fllm of good machine oil to prevent rusting. Wipe off
the old oi l  occasional ly and do not al low dust, chips or dirt  to accumu-
late. Cover the lathe with a plastic or canvas service cover when not in
use. Keep the finished surfaces clean and well oiled and. the lathe will
retain its new apBearance.

Solid Floor Required
It is very important that the lathe be set on a solld foundation and

that it is carefully and accurately leveled. An erection plan showing
how to set up and level the lathe is includ.ed in the shipment of the
lathe. For best results the lathe should be set on a concrete founda-
tion. A wood floor should be braced to prevent sagging and vibration
if it is not substantially constructed.

The lathe may be leveled by placing shims of hard wood or metal
under the legs, as shown in X' ig. 23. I f  the lathe is not Ieveled i t  wi l l
not set evenly on all four legs antl the weight of the lathe will cause
the lathe bed to be twisted, throwing the headstock out of alignment
with the V-ways of the bed and causing the lathe to turn and bore
taper. If the lathe is not level it cannot turn out accurate work.

)

Fig. 21. A Well Desisncd Lothc Carriags

Fi!.22. lntetior View of Double TVall Apron

\
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Ucc a Precision Level for Leveling the Latte

Use a precision level that is at least
twelve inches long and sufficiently sensi-
tive to show a dlstinct movement of the
bubble when a .003 in. shim ls placed
under one end of the level. Level across the lathe bed at both the
headstock end and the tailstock end, as shown in Fig. 23' page 16.

Bolt the Lathe to the Floor

Use lag screws or bolts to secure the lathe to the floor. U the
lathe is set on a concrete floor or foundation, mark the location of the
bolt holes and drill holes in the concrete with a star drill. Use expan-
sion bolts or set bolts in melted lead or melted sulphur. Check the
levellng of the lathe after bolting the lathe to the floor or bench.

Leveling Underneath Belt Motor Driven Latler

IMhen placing shims under the cabinet leg at the headstock-end of
the Underneath Motor Drive Lathe, use the shims only at the bolt pads.
There should be clearance under the cabinet leg all the way round ex-
cept at the two pads where the bolts go through the leg into the floor.

Bench Lathes

Bench Lathes should be mounted on a substantial bench, providing
rieid support and leveled as outlined above. The bench top should be
ab-out 28 ln hish and if made of wood should be of 2-in. lumber. The
bench should be securely bolted to the floor so there will be no danger
of the bench shifting and throwing the lathe out of level' Some bench
lathes have leveling screws in the right leg which may be used for making
the final leveling adjustments.

Reedjurt Shima
It may be necessary to readJugt the shims under the lathe legs from

time to time to compensate for settling of the builtling, even if the
lathe is set on a concrete floor. For this reason the legs should not be
bedded in concrete but should be boltetl to the floor.

If at any time the lathe does not bore a straight hole, thls is an
Indication that the lathe is no longer perfectly level and the shims
should be readjusted.

Chccking the Levcling of l-athe

After leveling the lathe, place a bar of steel one inch or larger in
diameter in the chuck and machine two collars of equal diameter three
or four inches apart, as shown in Ftg. 25. Take a very litht flnishing
cut across both of these collars without changing the adjustment of the
cutter bit. Measure the diameter of each collar
carefully with a mlcrometer.

If the collars are not the same diameter,
this is an indication that the level used in set-
ting up the lathe was not sufficiently sensitive.
The leveling may be perfected by acljusting the
shims under the front and back legs at the
tallstock end of the lathe until the collars on
the test piece are turned the same dlameter.

Belta For The Lathe Drive

Leather Belts

.. Many machinist-s qtit] prefer to use leather bert-s.. Jt i9 fo1 these people
that we have included th6 following section-orr"pti"i"!-i"rtrr"i r!ri"."

Lacing Leather Belts

l:.!l"Ll"lt:.-iy, !"_ jli":g by, tacing. with.gut or _rawhide thongs, asLearner belts mav be Joinest by. laci-ng- with gut or rawhide thonqs. asshown in Fig. 26. The.sirooth side ;a;h;-L;t;-s1;H ;;;i,JiTi3"lr,"pullev, and the lacine should not h" 
";;;; 

Li, *1,- nrru-., -ir^
pulley, and the lacing should not be 

"-;; "ii 
tt"-p"ff* i'ia'i.

t7

Fit. 24. A Precision Level

'l'rim the ends of the be.rt squ.are and to the length required. use asteel tape and measure over the poueys ttdea;r;i;e;il8;;;ff;;ill"iitn.
Punch or drill holesjust,la,rge enough for the-lace in each end of blert,as shown in Fig. 26. (Wide belts require *""" iiot"" ," Jn"i,iii irili'."zz.l

lt*^*:* g:j t:.":,jL*:1,"i"1.1,t'^3iglJ_6'r9ov9s % in. wide, \6 i;. dee;from hoieJto ;;d of i;il on the
in Fig. 26, so the laie will lav
rrom noles to end of bert_on the pulley side, as shown by the dr<iis 

"e"tio'ir-r F!s.- 26, so the lade will Uv nir"it .i'iti 
-' *" '

the bil! surface and run d;;hit ;;;;
the pulleys.

Sprcing of Hofcr for I-96,', l-jg,', a6 2-y,,

L. rlir.r

r.. tti..,
'r-z{b..t ouTstoE PULLET 

'DEgprcinS: of Bofce Io" 16/16r, t nA L%n
Bcltt

FiC. 25. Method ol Te;t '
in4 Levelinl ol Lrthc

\

Fle. zz. Fle.26. Laced
Belt Jolnt
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Wine Belt Hooks
There are a number of good wire belt hooks on the

market that can be used for splicing belts. Measure for the
length of the belt in the same manner as outlined above and
then deduct enough more, before cutting, to allow for the
connecting pin (See FiS.28). Wire belt hooks should never
be used on any belt which is not completely guarded or
which may be shifted while the machine is running.

Glued Belt Splice Belt Hooks

The cemented endless belt splice is preferred by many mechanics be-
cause, when properly made, it is very durable and will run over the pulleys
more smoothly than a laced or wire hook splice. A good waterproof type
of belt cement should be used. Experience has shown that a belt splice
made with good acetone cement is practically permanent and is- not
subject to ordinary moisture or oil action.

by the drawing, Fig. 29. Use a belt shave,
small plane, or sharp knife to cut smooth,
uniform tapers. Prepare two blocks of
soft one inch wood, a little wider than the
belt, and six inches long.

Place the belt around the cone pulleys
and apply cement according to directions
of the cement manufacturer. Press the
freshly cemented joint together and im-
mediately lay on one of the wood blocks.
Nail the belt, through the joint, to the
block of wood with two or three small
nbils, This will prevent the splice from
slipping or becoming crooked. Place the
other block of wood on top of the joint
and clamp firmly, using "C" clamps.
Allow the cement to dry thoroughly be-
fore removing the clamps. Scrape any
excess cement from thb surfaces of the
belt before using it.

Fig. 29. Cemented Endlei Belt
Splice

Belt Tension on Lathe Driveg
Maintaining the proper running tension for the flat leather belt and

V-belts is of the grealest importance. Belts which are allowed to run loose
will creep and slip and cause an over-all loss in the cutting efficiency of the
Iathe, and damage may result to fine work due to variation of cutting
speeds. Belts which are run under too much tension overload the lathe and
lathe drive. This results in loss of power, excessive bearing wear, causes
the motor to run hot, and stretches the belts until they have to be shortened
or replaced, Routine checking and adjustment of the belt tension, accord-
ing tb instructions given in the following paragraphs, will keep the
lathe efficiency high and repair expenses low.

\
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Horizontal Motor Driven Lathe Belta
The lathe should be stopped before the flat belt is shifted on the cone

pulleys. Release the belt tension by pulling lever "C" forward, as shown
in Fig. 30, and then shift belt to change spindle speeds.

To change flat belt tension, adjust turnbuckle "A" with lever "C" in
the back (or down) position. Test tension by pressinE down on belt midwayposition. Test tension by pressing down on belt midway

pulleys. Belt should depress about one inch. If beltbetween the cone pulleys. Belt should depress abbut one inch. If beli
slips under power and tension is correct, it is probably oily and shouldslips under power and tension is correct,
be cleaned with naphtha or benzol.be cleaned with naphtha or benzol.
If the belt appears dry and stiff,
a little neat's-foot oil will make
it pliable.

Adjust V-belt tension by mov-
inE motor on its standard. Loosen
the four screws at "8," Fig. 30.
After moving motor, t ighten
screvr's. When properly adjusted
V-belt should denress about one
inch midway b6tween pulleys,
but must still be stretched tight
enough to feel alive when tapped
with finger tips. Check pivot
screws at "8." If necessary, ad-
just so they are snug and tighten
lock nuts.

Underneath Motor Driven
I:the Beltc

Belt tension release lever "A" (Fig.
31) permits releasing cone pulley belt
tension for shif t ing belt to change
spindle speeds. See drawings of under-
neath motor drives, pages 8 and 9,
Figs. 11, 12, 73, and 14.

Screw "C" adjusts tension of the
cone pulley flat belt (see Figs. 12 ald
31). This'adjustment must be made
with lever "A" in running position. The
Iathe shown in Fig. 11 has turnbuckle
for making this adjustment.

Screw "8" adjusts tension of the
motor V-belts. Turn nuts above and
below motor mounting plate (Figs. 13
and 31). Adjust V-belt tension on lathe
shown in Fig. 11, the same as shown
in "Horizontal Motor Driven Lathe
Belts," above.

Belts should be just tight enough to
transmit the required power without
slipping. Pressing the hand against a
properly adjusted flat belt near the cone
pulley should depress belt about %".
The V-belt, midway between pulleys,
should depiess aboui 1". Belts inav bri
cleaned with naphtha or benzol and the
flat belt treated with neat's-foot oil. as
mentioned above on this page.

Fig. 31. Cres Setion of Under-
neath Belt Motor Drive Showing

Cone Pulley Belt and V-b€ltl

Fig. 30. End View of Eorizontrl Motor
Driven Bench Lathe Showing Belt Tep

sion Adju8tment
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Ft!. 32. Oiling Chart for a l-athe

Oiling the Lathe

Oil every bearing of a new lathe before starting it. Use high grade
oils of proper viscosity as specified on the metal Lubrication Chart at-
tached to each lathe. The lathe should be oiled twice daily for the first week
it is used and once a day thereafter. Never oil the lathe while it is
running and be certain that machine oil is used, not automobile engine oil.

Keeping the lathe well oiled has much to do with the length of its
life and the quality of the work it will turn out. Follow the directions
on the metal lubrication chart carefully if you wish to keep your lathe
in first class condition.

Always oil in the same order so that no oil holes will be missed.
If you do this the oiling will become a habit and will require only a
very short time.

Do not use- an excess of oil. A few drops in each oil hole is sufr-
cient, and if more is applied it will only run out of the bearings and
get on the lathe, making it necessary for you to clean it more fre-
quently.

Oil the motor and drive bearings as specified in instructions supplied
with the lathe. This is very important. Do not allow dust, chips or other
debris to collect around the motor so it will overheaL An excessive rise in
the motor running temperature will cause damage to its bearings and
windings.

After you have completed the process of oiling the lathe and motor
drive, wipe off the excess oil around the bearings with a clean cloth
or waste. Keep the lathe clean. Do not allow oil, dirt, chips or rust to
collect any place on the lathe.

\

Chapter III

OPERATION OF THE LATHE

Before start ing a new lathe, the operator should careful ly study the
action of the various parts and become thoroughly famil iar with the
operation of all control levers and knobs.

The principal parts of the lathe are shown below in FiS. 38. Be-
come familiar with the name of each part as they will be referred ro
frequently in the fol lowing pages where detai led information on the
operation of the lathe is given.

Do not operate the lathe under power until it is properly set up
and leveled, as outl ined on page 15. Also make sure that al l  bearings
have been oiled and that the belt tension is correct. Always pull the
cone pulley belt by hand to make sure the lathe runs free before start-
ing the lathe under poriler.

Fig, 33. Nanes of the Principal Parts oI a Lathe
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Operation of Headstock
Spindle speeds are chanted by shifting the belt from one step ot

the cbne pulley to another and by engaging or disengaging the back
gears. Th'e colie pulley steps are numb-ered in the illustration above to
correspond with the numbers in the tabulat ion on page 23, which shows
the normal spindle speeds for various sizes of lathes.

Direct Belt Drive
To arrange the lathe headstock for direct belt drive, push tle back

gear lever back as far as i t  wi l l  go; then pul l  out and up o! the bul l
lear lock pin and revolve the cone pulley slowly by hand until the bull

lear lock slides into position and locks the cone pulley to the spindle'

Back Geared Drive
To engage the back gears for slow spindle speeds, pull the bull gear

lock oin ouf and Dush it down to disconnect the cone pulley from.the
spi"Ai"; then pull^the back gear lever forward. Revolve the cone pulley
l-i ita"h to m-ake sure the back gears are properly engaged. Do not
entage the back gears while the lathe spindle is revolving.

Bull Gear Lock, Plunger Type
On some lathe headstocks the plunger type bull gear lock is used.

For direct belt drive on these latbes the bull gear lock pin is pushed in'
and for back-geared drive it is pulled out.

Feed Reverse Lever

Fig. 34. Operating Parts of Lathe Headstock

\
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Spindle Speeds of Lathes

The spindle speeds for various sizes of lathes are listed in the tabula-
tion below. The columns under which the speeds are listed are numbered
L, 2, 3, and 4 to correspond with the numbers on the cone pulley steps in
Fig. 34, page 22. For example, those spindle speeds that aie listed under
Column I are obtained when the cone pulley belt is placed on the cone
pulley step marked I in the illustration, Fig. 34.

SPTNDLE SPEEDS OF LATHES

Approximate Spindle Speeds in Revolutions Per Minute

Direct Belt, Drive Back-Gear Drive
Size
of

Lathe

Tvpe
of

Drive

9" Bench 6-speed
flat belt

9" Bench &
Self-Contained

9" Bench &spccd
V-belt

9 'Bench &
Self-Contained

l6-speed
V-belt

9" & lGti U.M.D.
flat belt

9" & 10-K U.M.D.
V-belt

l ( lK l lench
& Self-Contruincr l

l2-speed
flat belt

Uigh
Low

10-l i  l icnch
& Self-Contoincd

l6-speed
V-belt

250.
134

350 26?

7E0
410

265.
r35

276.
t37

265.
130

Speed
Range

High
Low

High
Low

High
Low

64

r00
54

r30

300
150

130

250
125

340
170

405

470

790
400

130

90
OU

96
48

t05
JA

52
27

60
30

40
20

50
25

30
l5

DUD

272

265.
r30

Jlu
285

2W.
r30
t25
65

135
67

135
67

r30
65

130
oc

270
r35

2r5
ro7

570
285

l0 l0
495

898
470
449
235

628
314

457
248

545
272

oou
278

235

446
244

662
362

460
240

760
370

fi2
244

760
370

418
209

900
490

l0 l0
495

844
415

424
214

610
305

t75
437

945
475

78

145
8l

96

t79'
95

155*
7A

3

DU

86
50

Hieh
Low

150'
,o

150.

l3-incb

l3-inch &
13-inch Turet,

lGinch &
lGinch Turret

r4l$-itch

14}d-irch

3-step
pulley

,l-st€p
pulley

3-stcp
pulley

4-step
pulley

270
r35

350
175

2t5
ro7

390
195

40
20

3-st€p
pulley

l6-inch

lF24-inch &speed

l6'24-inch &epeed

1624-inch 12-speed

l6-24-inch l6-speed

4-st€p
pulley

Hieh
Low 1

980
490

lCrinch &
l(Linch Turrct

High
Low I

3-step
pulley

High
Low

460
230

5.50
274

High
Low

eoo I
455 

|
tIt is not recommcndecl thst back-gears be engaged when drive is operatcd at high speed
f.,Lvailable only witlr 2-speed motor.

r270

640

t200
640

r365
I  to

1365
670

1435
70{

195'
95

165.
80

r95.
95

160.
t5
to
42

90
45

Higb
Low

Hieht
Low t

High
Lowf

High
Ipwl

IIigh
Lowt

High
Inwt

7l
35

80
40

6l
30

t0
40

70
33

30

35
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Compound Rest Koob

Corrioge lock S<rew

Feed Chonge Lever

Holf  Nur lever

Automotic Feed
Fri . t ion Clut(h

Fig. 35. Op€rrting Psrts ol Lathe Carri&ge and Apron

Fic. 35A. Micrcmeter Coller on
Cros Feed Screw

Microrneter Collars
On newer machines each graduation on the micrometer collarc on the

cross-feed screw and compound screw represents a reduction of the diameter
of the work on one-thousandth of an inch. On manv older lathes each
graduation represented tool movement of one-thousa;dth of an inch or
reduction of the diameter of two-thousandths. The graduated collars may
be set at zero by releasing the set screws which lock them in position.

Power Carriage Feeds
The power feed friction clutch controls the operation of both the

power longitudinal feed and thef,ne power cross leed. Inere are generauy
ng the clutch; either a handle or knob. In

feed. There are generally
her a handle or knob. Intwo methods used for operating the clutch; either a handle or knob. In

general, the handle is pulled upward or the knob turned to the right to

Operation of l-atLe Carriage
end Apron

The principal operating parts of
the Iathe carriage and apron are
shown above in Fie, 35. The apron
hand wheel is turned- to move the'car-
riage along the lathe bed, and the
cross feed knob and compound rest
knob are turned to move the tool
rest in and out. The carriage lock
scnew is used to loek the carriage
to the lathe bed. This screw should
never be tightened except for facing
or cutting-off operations.

general, the handle is pulled upward or the knob turned to the right to
engage the clutch, and the handle pushed down or the knob turned to
the left to disensase the clutch. The direction of the feed is controlled

Power Carriage Fee&
on Quick Change
Gear Lathes

A wide range of power
Iongitudinal feeds and power
cross feeds is available on all
Quick Change Gear Lathes.
To obtain any desired feed it
is only necessary to arrange
the levers on the gear box
according to the direct read-
ing index chart shown in
Fig. 38. The threads per inch
are shov/n in large figures
on the index chart below.
The smaller figures indicate
lhe power longitudinal turn-
ing feeds in thousandths of
an inch. See page 74.

Fig. 38. Index Chart for Quick Change Gear Lathe

Power Carriage Feeds on
Stan&rd Change Gear Lathes

Standard Change Gear Lathes are
equipped with a set of independent
change gears for cutting screw threads
and obtaining various power longi-
tudinal feeds and power cross feeds.
Compound gearing is used for fine
threads and feeds. See pages 72 and,t1.4.

A large t'screw gear" should be
placed on the lead screw and a small
"stud gear" on the reverse stud. These
two gears should be connected with
idler gears as sholrm. To obtain finer
or coarseT feeds, use a smaller or
larger "stud gear-t'
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the left to disengage the clutch. The direction of the feed is controlled
by the position of the reverse lever on the headstock. (See page 22.)

The feed chanqe lever has three positions: "uD" for loneitudinalThe feed change lever has three posil
feeds, "down" for cross feeds, and "center"

The feed change lever has three positions: "up" for longitudinal

for neutral.
The halfnut lever is used onlv for thread

cutting. The feed change lever-must be in
the "center" or neutral position before the
half nuts can be engaged.

Operation of Tailstock
The tailstock may be locked on the lathe

bed at any position by tightening the clamp
bolt nut. To lock the tailstock spindle,
tighten the binding lever.

Fig. 37. Quick Change Gear Mchanism

Fig. 39. Standard Change Gear
Mechanism

l-

Fig.36. Tailetock
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Notes on LatLe \lfork

A mixture of red lead and machlne oll ls a good lubricant for the
tallstock center of a lathe.

A preclslon level that wi l l  show an error of.003 ln. per foot should
be used to level the lathe when installing, as a level lathe will assure

Brecision accuracy of the work.

Clean and oil the threads before screwing a chuck or face plate
onto the lathe spindle.

After grinding a tool, hone it to a keen etlge with an oil stone-
the cutting edge will last longer.

Always make sure the spindle taBers of the lathe are clean and
tree from burrs and dirt before inserting tbe lathe centers.

If the face plate or chuck does not run true, examine the shoulder
of the lathe spindle and face of hub on face plate or chuck back for
burrs, dirt, etc.

'When cuttlng screw threads in steel, use a small brush to spread
oll on the work preceding each cut. Lard oil ls preferable, but a good
machlne oll or cutting oil will do.

Ure Flat Leather Beltr

Flat leather belts are recommended for use on lathe cone pulleys.

Leather belts are better than canvas or rubber belts for use on
lathe cone pulleys. Leather belts are more efrcient, last longer, have
more elasticity and give better service.

If a belt has a tendency to come ofr from the pulley there is some-
thing wrong. Usually the pulleys are out of aligrrment. Find out what
the trouble is and remedy it. Do not try to hold the belt on the pulley
with a brace.

Notec on Beltr and Pulleye

To find the approximate length of a belt, multiply half the sum
of the pulley diameters by 3-l/7 and add twice the distance between the
pulley centers.

The smooth side of the belt should always run next to the pulley.

Keep belts clean and dry. Do not allow moisture, machine oil or
dirb to collect on them.

A pulley should be about 70/s wid'et than the belt.

Driving pulleys for shifting belts should have flat face, all other
Dulleys should be crowned.

For stepped or flanged pulleys double ply belttng ls'better than
elngle Bly belting.

Don't shift a moving belt by hancl; use a stick or belt shifter.

Never put a belt oD a pulley while it is revolvlng rapldly.

A belt may run crooked lf the ends are not cut square before
lacing, or if laced unevenly.

Don't run belts too tlght, or with the flesh slde nert to the pulley.

\

Flg. 49. Enurllng Tool

Chaptet IV

LATHE TOOLS AND THEIR APPLICATION

In order to machine metal accurately and efficiently, it is necessary
to have the correct type of lathe tool with a keen, well supported cut-
ting edge, ground for the particular kind of metal being machined, and
set at the correct height.

High speed steel cutter bits mounted in forged steel holders, as
shown in Figs. 40, 46, 48 and 50, are the most popular type of lathe
tools. The 10-in-1 Tool Block shown in Fig. 50A may be used in
place of the individual tool holders if desired. See page 98.

The boring tool, cutting-ofr tool,
threading tool and knurling tool
are required for various classes
of work that cannot be readily ac-
complished with the regular turning
tool.

Flg. 40. Tool Eoliler f,lth Cutrter Btt

P
Ftg. 41-A Grtnillng

Flg. 42. Cutter Blt After Grlnrtlng

.6. Str4lght

Frg. 41. Ungroud Cutter Blt

Eolaler lor
Cu0tcr Bttg

t38E3s
ABCDD

L. E. Roud B. E. L. E. Threatl-
TuniEg Nose TtrDlng Slde lns

Fici. 44. Set ol Grouil Crttet

F
RE.
Sid€

Bits

Ftg. 47. Threaaltng Tool Ftg. 48. Lefi Eanil Tool Eolalor

Flg. d0. Blght E&nal Tool Eolder

,1

Flg.60A. 10-ir-r

Tool Block. see

psge 9E.

Flg, 45. Cuttlng-ofl Toot
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Conect Height of Cutting Edge

The cutting edge of the cutter bit
should be about 6' above eenter, or
8/64 in. per inch in diameter of the
work, as shown in Fig. 61 at right for
ordinary straight turning. The posi-
tion of the cutter bit must be taken
into consideration when grinding the
various angles, as the height of the
cutter bit determines the amount of
front clearance necessary to permit
free cutting.

The cutting edge of the cutter bit
should always be placed exactly on
center, as shown in Fig. 62, for all
tyires of teper turning and boring, and for cutting screw threads, also for
turning brass, copper and other tenacious metals.

Tool Angle Valiet

The included angle of the cutting
edge of a cutter bit is known as the
tool angle or angle of keenness and
varies with the texture of the work to
be machined. For eiample, when turn-
ing soft steel a rather acute angle
should be used, but for machining hard steel or cast iron the cutting
edge must be well supported and therefore the angle is less acute.

It has been found that an included angle of 61" is the most efficient
tool angle for machining soft steel. This is the angle of the cutter as
shown in Fig. 53. For machining ordinary cast iron, the included angle
of the cutting edge should be approximately 71". However, for machining
chilled iron or very hard grades of cast iron, the tool angle may be
as great as 85o.

Cutter Bit Grinfing Gauge

A cutter bit grinding gauge, shown in Figs. 64-A, 64-8, ancl 64-C,
is helpful for grinding the correct angles on the cutter bit.

Fier.54-A- Cheking
Side Cl@rce

Ffu. 64-C. f,ftalin8
Tml Angle

Atg. 61. Cutting &lge Abow Ceoter

Fic. 52. Cutttna Edgs On Center

Fig. 53. TooI Arule for Steel

Fle. 548. Checking
Front Clwance

\

Fie. 62. Honiot
Fi{. 61. Griodind the Cutting Edgc
Site Re ke snd oI  Cutter Bi t  wi tb

Back Rake an Oil Stonc

a.

Grinding Lathe Tool Cutter Bits

The angle of the cutter bit t'itb
the bottom of the tool holder must
be taken into consideration when
grinding cutter bits.

The sid.e clearance (Fig. 55) is
to permit the cutting edge to advance
freely without the heel of the tool
rubbing against the work.

The front clearance (X' is. 56) is
to Bermit the cutting edge to cut
freely as the tool is fecl to the work.

Too much clearance will weaken
the cutting edge so that it will break;
but insufficient clearance will prevent

the tool from cutting.

Side rake and back rake (X'igs.
55 and 56) also facilitate free cut-
ting. X'or cast iron, hard bronze and
hard steel, Yery little side rake or
back rake are required. (See page

28.)

The angle of keenness (Fie. 55)
may vary from 60o for soft steel to
nearly 90o for cast iron, hard steel,
bronze, etc,

X' igs.57 to 61, inclusive, show
the various steps in grinding a cut-
ter bit for general machine work.
Iloning the cutting eclge (Fig. 62)
will improve the quality of the finish
and lengthen the life of the tool.

Fi!. 59. Grindint
Front of Cutter

Bit

FiC. 60. Rounding
Bnd oI Cutter

Bit

SIDE CLE APAXCE
3"T0 t0'  -

Fig. 55. Correct Side Clearance and Sidc
Rak€ of Cutter Bit

56. Correct Front Cleararco aud
Back Rako oI Cutter Bit

Fid.

Firl. 57. Grindin6 Fid. 58. Grindinr
LeIt Side oI Cutter Right Side of Cut-

Bit ter Bit
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to leave sufficietrt stock for a finishine
cut with the round nosed tool showi Fig' 63' Applioation of Rou{hin{ Tool

at the bottom of the page. 't"

Grind the tool to the shape shown
ln I'lg. 64, and s'ee Flgs. 55 and 56 on:\ 

-V64-R2t 
jt'

page 29 for information on grinding the :r'>>/
correct front clearance, etc. 4- 

-
The cutttng edge of the tool is 

Torvro**-r"

straight and the point is only slightly
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Cutter Bit for Rough Turning
Figs. 63 and 64 illustrate r-d"i-

lent tool for taking heavy roughinj
cuts to reduce the diameter of a steel
shaft to the aBllrorimate size desired.
This tool will cut freely but does not
produce a very smooth flnish, When
using this type of tool it is advisable

cutting quality of the tool.

The tool angle or lnclutletl angle of
the cutting eAg9,-o{-tnis tool should be
approrimateldGl" for ordinary machine
steel. If a hdlder grade of alloy or
tool steel itrtti be. machined, the angle
may be increased,'gnd if free cutting
Bessemer screw $tocli is to be machined,
the angle hay be slightly less than 610.

Hone the cutting etlge of the tool
with a small oil stone. This will lengthen
the life of the tool antl it will cut better.

Cutter Bit for Finish Turning
X'igs. 65 and 66 illustrate a round

nosed turning tool for taking flnishing
cuts. The tool is very much the same
shape as the more pointed tool. for
rough turning shown above, except that
the point of the tool is rounded. (Ap-
prorimately $ tn. to t in. radius.)

This tool will produce a very smooth
flnish if, atter grrnding, the cutting
edge is well honed with an oil stone and
e fine power carriage feed is used.

Fi6. 64. Detoil oI Roulhint Tool

Fig.65. Applidtion ef Finiehin! Tool

rounded. A very small radius at rhe :
Doint (approximarely dI in.) rvill pre- :/
ven[ the poinu of the tool from break- ffi
lng down but will not impair the free

\*.

Firl. 66. Detail of Finichint Tool

3l

Fid. 67. Application oI Round Nosed Tool

Round Nosed Turning Tool

Fig. 68, Detail of Round Nosed Tool Bit

The round nosed turning tool shown above is ground flat on top so
that the tool may be fed in either direction, as indicated by the arrows
tn Fig. 6?. This is a very convenient tool for reducing the diameter of
a shaft in the center. The shape of the cutter bit is shown in Fig. 68,
and the correct angle for the front clearance and side clearance can be
obtained by referr ing to Figs, 55 and 56, page 29.

Fi6. 70. Detail 
$r11,f, 

Hand rurn.Fit!. 69. Applioatioo oI Right Hand Turnin! Triol

Right Hand Turning Tool
The right hand turning tool shown above is the most common type

of tool for general all around machine work. This tool is used for
machining work from right to left, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 69.
The shape of the cutter bit is shown in Fig. 70. See page 29 for correct
angles of clearance.

Fi!. 71. Application oI Left Hand Turning Tool

Left Hand Turning Tool

w
ToD Vlcw

ruW
Slde Vlcw End vlcw

Fi!. 72. Detail of 
ol-eft 

Hand Tuminl

The left hand turning tool illustrated in Figs. 71 and 72 is Just
the opposite of the r ight hand turning tool shown in X' igs. 69 and 70.
This tool is designed for machining work from left to right.
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Fi8. 73. Application oI Ridht Hcnd Side Tool

Right Hand Side Tool

The right hand side tool is intended for facing the ends of shalts
and for machining work on the right side of a shoulder. This tool
should be fed outward from the center, as indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 73. The point of the tool is sharp and is ground to an angle of
68' to prevent interference with the tailstock center. When using this
cutter bit care should be taken not to bump the end of the tool against
the lathe center, as this will break off the point. See Bage 29 for cor-
rect angle of side clearance a.nd front clearance.

Fi!. 75. Application oI Left Hand Side Tool

Left Hand Side Tool

#*'Poht
ToD vlcw

WW
sld. Vlcw Eid Vlcw

Fid. 76. Detail of Left Hand Side Tool

The left hand side tool shown in X'igs. 75 and 76 is Just the reYerse
of the rieht hand side tool shown in Figs. 73 and 74. This tool is used
for facing the left side of the work, as shown in Fig. 75.

Fig. 74. Detail of Ri{ht Hand Side Tool

q-:_ -\.^1
-  .An"
Ex: \

- ' 

( Ftt to Tnrced ;
Toe Vtowi__'!:ot .G:uec_ _l

Fid. 77. Applic".li"'C'+r:f*- Thrad Cut-

Thread Cutting Tool

Fid. 78. Detail of Thrad Cuttin{ TooI

Figs. 77 and ?8 show the standard tyBe of cutter bit for cutting
United- States or American National Form screw threads. The cutter

lard oil is available.

Sldc Vlcw

\
I
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Fit, 79, Anelietim, of Brus Tuminl

Brasc Turning Tool

The brass turning tool shown above ls simllar to the round nosed
turning tool illustrated in X'igs. 67 and 68, except that the top of the
tool ls ground flat so that there is no side rake or back rake. This ls
to prevent the tool from digging into the work and chattering.

.W
Turnin!

=
ToDVl.!

#
Fitf 80. Detail ofrBraee

Fid. 81. Application ol Cuttin!-ofi Tool

Tcp Vbw

I
-

- ra. Sld! Vl.w 
+ -) End Vtd

It\-/

Fitl. 82. Detail of Cuttiu!-ofr Tool

Cutting-ofr Tool

The cutting:+ff tool should always be set exactly on @nt€r, as
shown in Fig. 81. This type of tool may be sharpened by grinding th€ end
of the cutter blade to an angle of 5o as shown in Fig. 82. The sides of
the blatle have sufficient taper to provide side clearance, so do not
need to be ground. When cutting ofr steel always keep the work
flooded with oil. No oil is necessary when cutting ofr cast iron.

Fitl. 84. Deteil of Borio! Tool Fi8. 85, Ireide TbreadinS

Boring Tool and lnside Threading Tool
The boring tool is ground exactly the same as the left hand turning

tool shown ln Figs. 71 and 72 on page 31, ercept the front clearance
of boring tool must be ground at a sllAhtly greater angle so that the
heel of the tool will not rub in the hole of the work. The inside thread-
ing tool is ground the same as the screw thread cutting tool shown in
Figs. 77 and 78 on pag€ 32, ercept that the front, clearance must be
lncreasr:d for the same reason as for the boring tool.
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Stellite Cutter Bits

Stellite cutter bits will stand
higher cutting speeds than high speed
steel cutter bits. Stellite is also used
for machining hard steel, cast iron, bronze, etc.

Stellite is a non-magnetic alloy which is harder than ordinary high
speed steel. It will stand very high cutting speeds and the tool will
not lose its temper even though heated red hot from the friction gener-
ated. by taking the cut.

Stellite is more brittle than high speed steel, and for this reason
should have just enough clearance to permit the tool to cut freely, a6
the cutting edge must be well supported to prevent chipping and
breaking.

Tungsten Carbide Cutting Tools
Tungsten carbide tipped cutting

tools are used for manufacturing op-
erations where maximum cutting
speeds are desired, and are highly effi-
cient for machining cast iron, alloyed
cast iron, copper, brass, bronze, alumi-
num, babbitt and abrasive non-metallic
materials such as fibre, hard rubber
and plastics. Cutting speeds may vary
from 110 to 650 surface feet per min-
ute, depending on the depth of cut and
the feed.

Tungsten carbide tipped cutter bits
must be ground on a special grade of
grinding wheel, as they are so hard
they cannot be satisfactorily ground
on the ordinary grinding wheel. The
cutting edge must be well supported to
prevent chipping and should have just
enough cl'earance to permit the tool to
cut freely.

Tantalum Carbide Cutting Tmls
Tantalum carbide is a term applied

to a combination of tungsten carbide
and tantalum carbide. Tantalum car-
bide tipped cutting tools are similar to
tungsten carbide tools, but are used
mostly for machining steel.

Titanium Carbide Cutting Tools
Titanium carbide is a term applied

to a combination of tungsten carbide
and titanium carbide. Titanium car-
bide is interchangeable with tantalum
carbide in its uses.
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Flg. E8. Carbide Tippeil Cutting Tool
Mouted ln 10-in-1 Tool Eolder for Bigtat

sulrport

I
t
t
t
l
t.)\

Fis. 87. Steuite Gutts Bit

Fig. 86. Nine of the Most Popular Shapes of Lathe Tool Cuttcr Bitr rnd
Their Application

Fi8:. 88A. Machlning a Steel Shsft &t
Elgh Speeal with C&rbiile TiDpeal Cut-

tiDg Tool
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Cutting Tmla for Non-Fenous Materials

Machining Soft Metals
Aluminum, magnesium alloys, and other comparatively s-oft -metals

require keen i:dsed tools with more clearance' front rake' and side rake
thdn the harder metals. To increase the amount of back rake, the cutting
edge of the tool is sometimes placed high above center. This, of course'
cainot be done when turning tapers or facing, and frequent readjustment
is necessary when the diameter of the work varies.

When machining tenacious metals such as pure copper the cutting tool
should be honed to-a very keen cutting edge to prevent tearing the work
and nroducinE a rouEh finish. Light cuts at medium feeds with a round nose
tool having tSz" t;l/16" nose iadius usually produce best results.

Machining Pl,asticc

edge of the tool will dull quickly at lower speeds.

CUTTING SPEEDS AND TOOL ANGLES FOR NON-FERROUS
MATERIALS

See Figs. 55 and 56 P.g" 29 for tool angle diagrans

Material
Cuttiug
Speed
f. p. m.

Front
Clearance
Degrees

a

o
6

10
t2
7

8
6

10
10
o
8
8

20

Side
Clearance
Degrees

8

5
8

15

a

8
6

t2
10
6
8
8

20

Back
Rake

Degreee

30
0
0
,

15
10
8
6
.7

30
0

10
30
I

30

Side
Rako

Degrees

300-400
300-700
300-700
150-300
75-150
75-150

225-350
275400
50-r70

20H00
20H00
200-s00
200-600
50-150

400-800

20
0
Llh
7

25
25
t0

t

12
25
0

20
30
0

30

aKerogene lubricant ueed.

These are suggested starting angles for g:eneral work'- Slightly smaller
or larger aneles*;ay prove moie eficient, depending on the texture of the
material ma;hined and the type of cutting tool used.

L
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Fig.97. Measuring with an Outside Caliper

\

Chapter V

HO\$r TO TAKE ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS

The ability to take accurate measurements can be acquired only
by practice and experience. Careful and accurate measurements are
essential to good machine work. All measurements should be made
with an accurately graduated steel scale or a micrometer. Never use
a cheap steel scale or a wood ruler, as they are likely to be inaccurate
and may cause spoiled work.

An experienced mechanic can take measurements with a steel scale
and calipers to a surprising degree of accuracy. This is accomplished
by developing a sensitive "caliper feel,' and by carefully setting the
calipers so that they "split the line" graduated on the scale.

Setting an Outside Caliper
A good method for setting an

outside caliper to a steel scale is
Bhown in f  ig. 96. The scale is
helcl in the left hand and the
caliper in the right hand. One
leg of the caliper is held against
the end of the scale and is sup-
ported by the finger of the Ieft
hand while the adjustment is
made with the thumb and flrst
finger of the right hand.

Measuring with Calipers
The proper appl icat ion of the

outside caliper when measuring
the d.iameter of a cylinder or a
shaft is shown ip Fig. 97. The
caliper is held exactly at right
angles to the center line of the
work and is pushed gently back
and forth across the diameter of
the cylinder to be measured.
When the caliper is adjusted
proBerly, it should easily slip
over the shaft of its own weight.
Never force a caliper or it will
spring and the measurement will
not be accurate.

Fig. 96, Settin{ an Outsido Caliper
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Setting Inride Calipers

To set an lnslde caliper for a
definite dimension, place the end of
the scale against a flat surface and
the end of the caliper at the edge
and end of the scale. Hold the scale
square with the flat surface. Atliust
the other end of the caliper to the
required dimension.

Measuring Inside Diameters
To measure an inside diame-

ter, place the caliper in the hole
as shown on the dottetl line and
raise the hand. slowly. Adjust the
caliper until it will slip into the
hole with a very slight drag. Be
gure to hold the caliper square
across the diameter of the hole.

Transferring Measurements
In transferring measurement

from an outside caliper
to an inside caliBer, the
point of one leg of the
lnside caliper rests on a
similar point of the out-
side caliper, as shown in
Fig. 100. Using this
contact polnt as a pivot,

move the inside caliper
along the dotted line
shown in illustration,
and adjust with the
thumb screw until you feel your measure-
ment is Just right.

Hermaphrodite Cdiper

The hermaphroclite caliper shown ln
I'tg. 101 is set from the end of the scale
exactly the same as the outside caliBer.

Caliper Feel
The accuracy of all contact measurements is dependent upon the

sense of touch or feel. The caliper should be delicately antl lightly held
in the finger tips, not gripped tightly. If the caliper is trlpped tightly,
the sense of touch is very much impaired.

Fi8. 98. Setting an fnaido Calipor

Fi6. 99. Maaurin! with Inaido Caliper

Tranelerint B Measurement fron an Ineidc
Caliper to sn Outeids Caliper

\-.
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How to Read a Micrometer (Engtish Measurement)

Each graduation on the micrometer barrel ..D" represents one turn
of the spindle or .025 in. Every fourth graduation is numbered and
the f lgures represent tenths of an inch since 4x.02b in,: .100 in. or
ft of an inch.

The thimble "E" has twenty-flve graduations, each of which repre-
sents one-thousandth of an inch, Every trfth graduation is numbeied,
from five to 25.

The micrometer reading is the sum of the readings of the gradua-
tions on the barrel and the thimble. For example, there are seven
graduations visible on the barrel in the illustration above. Since each
graduation represents .025 in.,  the reading on the barrel is ?r.02b in.
or .175 in. To this must be added the reading on the thimble which
is .003 in. The correct reading is the sum of these two figures or
.175 in. + .003 in. : .178 in. Therefore this micrometer is set for a
diameter of .178 in.

Metric System Micrometer

Micrometers for measuring in the Metric system are graduated to
read in hundredths of a mil l imeter as shown at r ight in Fig. 103. For
each complete revolution the spindle travels 1y'2, mm or .50 mm, and
two complete revolutions are required for 1.00 mm. Each of the upper
set of graduations on the barrel repre3ent 1 mm. (two revolutions ot
the spindle) and every f l f th graduation is numbered 0, 5, 10, 1b, etc.
The lower set of traduations subdivides each millimeter division into
two parts.

The beveled edge of the thimble ls tlivided into 50 graduations, each
of which represents .01 mm.

The micrometer reading is the
sum of the readings on the barrel
and the thimble. For example, in Fig.
103 there are three millimeter gradua-
tions visible on the barrel, also a Yz
mm graduation. The reading on the
thimble is .36 mm. Thereflore. the
reading is 3.00 mm + .50 mm i .36
mm = 3.86 mm.

A-FRAME
B-ANVIL
C-SPINDLE
D-BARREL
E-THIMBLE

Fis. 102. An Outside Mi-
crcmeter Caliper for English
Mruurements Reading in

Thoumndths of m Inch

(Courtesy IJ. S. Starrett Co.)

Fig. 103. Metric Microneter
(Courtesy Brown & Sharpe

Mfg. Co.)



Use of Toolmaker'c Buttonr

Toolmaker's buttons are small
bushings used for accurately loca-
ting drill jig plates and similar
work on the face plate of the lathe
for boring holes io given center-
to-center distances.

The locations of the holes to
be bored are first carefully laid
out on the work in the usual way,
using scale measurements. Each
point is then center punched,
drilled and tapped for the small
screw used to attach the tool-
maker's button to the work. The
hole through the button is much
larger than the screw which passes
through it permitting the button
to be adjusted in..any direction to
conform with thA pxact location
in which the hole ilto be bored in
the work. See Fig.V09.

The screws holding the but-
tons on the work are adjusted so
that a light tap with a very small
brass or lead hammer will move
the button a fraction of a thou-
sandth. Measuring with microme-
ter or vernier caliper or with
precision gauge blocks, the buttons
can be adjusted with extreme ac-
curacy. See Fig. 110. Also see Fig.
359 page 121.

After all buttons are properly
located on the work, the screws
are tightened to lock them securely
in position. Locations are checked
to be sure all buttons are still in
exactly the correct position and
the work is then lightly clamped
on the face plate with the button
indicating the position of the first
hole to be bored approximately
centered. A dial indicator is used
to check the centering as shown in
Fig. l11. The lathe spindle is
slowly revolved by hand and neces-
sarv re-adiustments are made until
the- buttoir runs dead true. The
work may then be clamped tightly
on the face plate and the hole
bored.

After the first hole is bored, each additional hole is located and bored
in turn by the same process. When this method is carefully followed'
the centei distances between the holes can be held to extremely close
tolerances.
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Fig. 109. Cross-sectlon ol Toolmaker's But-
ton &s used for Locrtlng Work on Fsco

Plate ol Lrtho

Ft8. 104. Tctind Hmdsstock Spindlo with Test Bar cnd

The Accuracy of a Screw Cutting LatLe

In manufacturing the back-geared screw cutting lathe,. accuracy is

eiven the most careful attention. A few of the_accuracy tests are shown

B;i;.- Th;-lit""i""ti""-Ju&e shows the method of testing the head-

"to"[ 
-.oi"at" 

of a lathe to see that the taper _of the spi4dl-e runs true
a"a tnal the axis of the spindle is parallel to the ways of the lathe'

Fi4. 106. Testind Amount ol Concrvitv ol
- Face Plate with Dial Indiostor

TOO LMAK E R,S
BUTTON

Flg. 110. Me&surint Across Toolmek€r's
Buttons Mounteal on Jit Plate

Fi{. 105. Teotin! Ali lnment of Tailctock
Spindls and- Headstook Spiodlo

Ftt, 11l. Locatirg Work on F&ce Pl&te
wlth Toolmaker's Button and fndic&tor

Fi{. 107. Testind Ali8nment oI Hesdstoct
- Spindle witf, Wayi ol Lathe Bed

\.

FiA f08. Testiod Accuracy of Chuot Jrrr
od Dianeter aod Facc
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Fig. 111. Using Micrometqs to Measute Work in the Lathe

Using Micrometere
To obtain accurate and consistent measurements with micrometers, it

is necessary for the user to develop a sense of "feel" for the correct
tension of the micrometer against the work and then exercise due care in
taking measurements and readings. The inside micrometer is used to
measure internal diameters and is read in the same manner as the outside
micrometer, as described on pag:e 39. Micrometers should be checked
frequentiy with master gauge blocks to insure against any inaccuracy
developing in the instruments themselves.

Compound Rest Adjuatment for Fine Cutc

When the compound rest is set
at approximately 84" (84" 16' to
be exact) each graduation on the
compound rest graduated collar
represents an angular movement
of .001 in., and a cross-feed move-
ment of .0001 in. or a reduction in
the diameter of the work of .0002 in.

This method of adjusting the
cutting tool will be of help when
taking fine precisron finishing cuts
fractional thousandths in depth.
See page 100.

Chapter VI

PLAIN TURNING

The illustration above shows the lathe in operation maehining a
shaft between the lathe centers. Whenever possible, work should be
mouDted in this way for machining as heavier cuts may be taken be-
cause the work is suBported on
both encls.

Locatiug Center Holes
There are Beveral good meth-

ods for accurately locating the
center holes which must be tlrilled
in each end of the work before it
can be mounted on the lathe cen-
ters for machlning.

Divider Method
Chalk the ends of the shaft,

Bet the dividers to aBBroximately
one-half the diameter of the shaft,
and scribe four lines across each
end, as shown in tr'is, 114.

Combination Square Mettrod
Holcl the center head of a

comblnation square flrmly against
the shaft,  as shown in Fig. 115,
and scribe two lines close to the
blade across each end of the shaft.

Fig. 112. Compound Rest Set for Precision
Cros-feed AdjuBtment

Fi8. 115. Use of Center Head to Lo6rt
CeDters

Fit. 113. Turain! e Steet Shaft Mounted Betw€m Ceoterc

Inside Type Outside Type

Fig, 114. Locating Centere with Dividcru

L

This method can also be used to advantage for final grinding opera-
tions performed with the tool post grinding attachment on the lathe.

43
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Hermaphrodite Caliper Method
Chalk each end of the work,

set the hermaphrodite callper a
little over half the diameter, and
scrlbe four lines as shown in
Fis.  116.

Centering Inegular Shapct
'Work that is irregular in

shape may be centered with a sur-
face gauge and V-block, as shown
ln F'is. 117.

Bell Center Punch
The beII centering cup is

placed oYer the end of the work
and the center punch or Plunger
ls struck a sharp blow with the
hammer, automaticallY locating
the center.

Punching the Center
Place the center Punch verti-

cally at the center point and tap
with a hammer, maklng a mark
sufficiently deep so that the work
will revolve on the ceDter Pointg
when placed in the lathe.

Tert on Centers
After a piece has been center

punched it should be tested on
centers, as shown in Fig. 120, to
make sure that the centers are
aceurately located. SPin the work
with the left hand and mark the
high spots on each end of the
cylinder with a piece of chalk in
the right hand.

Fi8. lf8. Punchint
ths Centcr

Fig. l l9. Bell
Center Punch

Changing Location of Center Holes
If the eenters have not been accurately located,

the position of the ceDter punch mark can be changed
by placing the center punch at an angle, as shown in
fnig. 122, and drivlDg the center over. The shaft
Bhould be securely clamped in a vise while this is done.

Drilling the Center Holee
After the centers have been accurately

Iocated, center holes should be drilled and
countersunk in each end of the shaft. This
may be done in the lathe, as shown in Fig.
727, or in a rlrill press. A combina-
tlon center drill and countersink,
6hown in Flg. \24, or a small twist
drill followed by a 60" countersink,
shown in Fis. 123, may be used.

Center Drill and CountercinL
The combination center drill and coun-

tersink ls usually used for drilling center
holes. Several standard sizes suitable for
various sizes of work are available, as
listeal in the tabulatlon below.

Some care should be exercised in drill-
lng the cetrter holes. The spindle speed
should be about 150 r. p. m. and the drill
should not be crowded. If the drill is
crowded and the polnt is broken ofr in the
work it may be necessary to heat the end
of the shaft to a cherry red and allow it
to cool slowly so that the tlrill point will
be annealed and can be tlrilled out,

I
, I

I
I

I
I

FiC. 123. A 60' Counteruink

Fi$. 124, Combinstion Centcr
Dril l  and Countetsink

SIZE OF CENTER EOIJE! f'OR * IN. TO 4IN. DIAMETER, SEA-ETS

Diameter
of  Work

w

Larg:e
Diameter of

Counter-
sunk Hole C

rt in. to it
f t in. to 1

lla in. to 2
2!a in. to 4

ln
in
in
in

t? in.
Y+ in.
fe in.
rk in.

t/e ln.
* ln.
V* in.
tt in.

/

Fig. r16. C"",".3lfioJ:,h Hermaphrodito

FiC. 121. Drillin! tho Conter Holo in ths End of r Shaft

Fig. U7 Ceaterind an frregular Shapo

Chalk Mark

Fi!. 120. Testinf tho Accuraw oI Center Punch Msrkr

\
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Drilling Center Holea
with a Lattre Chuck

Small diameter rods that
can be passed through the
headstock spindle and short
Bhafts are easily centered
with the aid of a universal
chuck, as shown in Ftg, 125.
'When this method is used,
the end of the shaft should
be faced smooth before drill-
ing the center hole.

The unsupported end of
the shaft should not extend
more than 10 in. beyond the
chuck jaws. Shafts that are
too large to pass through
the headstock and too long
to be held flrmly by the
chuck Jaws alone can be sup-
ported on the outer end in a
center rest (See pages 66
and 92.)
Correct Center Hole

To be correct, the center
hole must be the size re-
quired for the diameter of
the shaft, as listed in the
tabulat ion on page 45, and
the countersink must flt the
center point perfectly, as
shown in FiS. 126. There
must also be sufficient clear-
ance at the bottom of the
countersink.

When dr l l l ing center
holes, al low for the thlck-
ness of the metal that will
be faced off of the end;
otherwise, the center holes
will be too small to support
the shaft after the ends are
faced.
P"orb Dritted Center Holee

One of the most commoD
causes of  unsat isfactory
lathe work is poorly drilled
center holes. Fig. 127 shows
a shallow center hole with
incorrect angle and no clear-
ance for the tlp of the cen-
ter point. FtS. 128 shows a
center hole that has been
drilled too deep. Accuracy
cannot be expected when cen-
ter holes are poorly made,
and the lathe centers may be
damaged.

Fig. 126. A Correctly Drilled and Counterdunk
Hole Fite tho Latle Center Perfeotly

Fi,g. 127. A Poorly Drilled Center Hole, Too Shal-
low and Incorrect An{le

Fid: f25. Dril l ing a Center Hole witb Stock Held
io Latbe Chuck and Dril l  in Tailatock Spindle Chuck

\-

FiC. 128. An Incorrect Ceoter Hole, Dril led Too
DeeD to Fit Center

Fig. f33. Knek Out Bar for Renoving
Headstmk Spindle Center

17

Lathe Dogs for Driving Work on Centers
The common lathe dog shown in Fig. 129 is the most popular type.

Fig. 130 shows a safetylathe dog which has a headless s'et^screw -a-nd
is not l ikely to catch in the operator 's sleeve. Fig. 132 shows a clamp
lathe dog, used principally for rectangular work in the lathe. When
attaching the lathe dog to the work, make sure that the set screw is
securely t ightened.

Mounting Centerg in the Lathe Spindlea
Before mounting the lathe centers in the headstock or tailstock

spindle, thoroughly clean the centers, the tapered holes and the spindle
sleeve "A," Fig. 131. A very small chip or 

-a 
little dirt will cause the

center to run out of true. Use cloth and stick to clean taper hole. Do
not insert finger in revolving spindle.

Removing the Lathe Centers

- 
With a piece of rag in your right hand, hold the sharp point of the

he?.dstock-center, and with the-left hald give the centei a sharp tap
with a rod through the spindle hole. tr'ig. 1-33 shows a steel rod witn a
small bushing attached for removing the headstock spindle center and
taper sleeve.

To remove the tailstock center, turn the tailstock handwheel ro
the left until the end of the tailstock screw bumps the end of the
center. This wil l  loosen the center and i t
may be removed from the spindle.

Fig. 132. Clamp Lathe Dog

Fig. 129. Standard Lathe Dog Fig. tgO. Safety Lathe Dog
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Facing the En&
Before turning the diameter of

a shaft, the ends should be faced
square. Grind the cutter bit as
shown in Fig. 74, page 32, and
set the cutting edge exactly on
center, as shown in Fig. 137. Be
careful not to break the point of
the tool against the tailstock cen-
ter. Feed the tool out to face the
end, as shown in Fig. 138.

poaition of Tool for Turning
Grind the cutter bit for turn-

ing as shown in Fig. 64, page 30.
The cutting edge of the cutter bit
and the end of the tool holder
should not extend over the edge
of the compound rest any farther
than necessary. (See "A" and
ttBrt' Fig. 139.)

The tool should be set €ut
shown in Fig. 140 so that if the
tool slips in the tool post it wiU
not dig into the work, but instead
it will move in the direction of
the arrow away from the work.

Directioo of Powe'r Feed
The feed of the tool should be

toward the headstock, if possible,
so that the pressure of the cut is
on the head spindle center which
revolves with the work.

Rate of Power Feed
The rate of the power feed

depends on the size of the lathe,
the nature of the work, and the
amount of stock to be removed.

On a small lathe a feed of
.008 in. per revolution of the
spindle may be used, but on larger
sizes of lathes feeds as coarse as
.020 in. are often used for rough
turning. Care must be taken when
turning long slender shafts as a
heavy cut with a coarse feed may
bentl the shaft and ruin the work.

-z->t--j1--j
Fig. 137. Pqition of Cutter Bit for Freing

the End of a Shaft
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Chcck .Alignment of Centerr
Before mounting work between the lathe centers they should be

checked for alignment, as shown in X'ig. 134. If the tailstock center
aoes not line up, loosen the tailstock clamp bolt and set over the tall-
Btock top in the proper direction by a<ljusting the tallstock set oyer
Bcrews. (See page 51.)

Mounting the \ll'ork Betwcen Centerc

Place a drop of oil in the center hole for the tailstock center point
before mounting the work between centers. The tail of the lathe dog
should fit freely into the slot of the face plate so that the work rests
firmly on both the headstock center and the tailstock center, as shown
in Fig. 136. Make sure that ihe lathe dog does not bind in the slot of
the face plate, as shown in Fig. 135.

The tailstock center should not be tight against the work, but should
not be too loose. The work must turn freely, for if the tail center is too
tight it will stick and may be ruined.

E:panrion of iMork
'When work is machined in the lathe it may become hot anil eq)and.

The expansion of work mounted between centers will cause it to bind,
making it necessary to stop the lathe and readjust the tailstock center.
Wben machining a long shaft, several readjustments of the tailstock
center may be required.

i \

\

F|g. f84. Chcckitrs the Alisnn€nt of the Lothe Centctr

Fis. fC8. Facing the End of s Shsft

Fief. 139. Posltion of Tol in Tol Pat

Ftg. I40. Top View Showing Position of
Tool for Tuming

Ftc. 135. fncorret
Mounting

\

135. Work Prcperly Mounted Betwen t$e Lotho
Centers, Ready to Muhim
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Cutting Speeda for Turning
The most efficient cutting speed for turning varies with the kind of

metal being machined, the depth of the cut, fhe feed and the type of
cutter bit  used. I f  too slow a cutt ing speed is used, much t ime miy be
t-o_st, a.nd if too high a speed is used the tool will dull quickly. The
fol lowing cutt ing.speeds are recommended for high speed steei cutter
bits:

CUTTING SPEEDS IN SURF'ACE FEET PER MTNUTE

Cast Iron
Machine Steel .
Tool Steel, Annealed ..  .
Brass .
Aluminum

Kintl of Metal
RoughinB: Cuts

.010 in.  to.020 in.
X'eed

Finishing Cuts
002 in.  to.010 in.

tr'eeal
Cutting:

Scre'w Threads

Aluminum
300 f. p. m.

60 f. p. m.
90 f. p. m.
50 f. p. m.

150 f.  p. m.
200 f. p. m.

Bronze

See alm pages g8 and 108.

- 
Example: Find the number of revolutions per minute for 1 in. shaft

for a cutting speed of 90 ft. per minute.
90x12

3l1zl6*i  
:  848.77 r.p.m.

Spindle speeds for various diameters and metals are listed in the
tabulation below to eliminate the necessity of making calculations.
Refer to page 23 for spindle speeds of varioui sizes of latfies.

SPINDITE SPEDDS IN R.P.M. X''OR TUR,NING ANI} BOR,ING
Calcula,ted for Average Cuts with Iligh Speed Steel Cutter Bits

Diamete
in Inches

AUoy
Steels

50 f. p. m,
Cast I ron
?6 f. p. m.

Machine
Steel

100 f, p. m.

IIard
Brass

150 f. p. m.

Soft
Brass

200 f. p. m.

764
382
254
190
L52
t28
110

96
84
76
70
64
58
54
50
48

1
2
3
4
D

6
7
8
I

10
11
L2
13
t4
15
16

191
95
64
48
38
at

24
2t
19
L7
Ib

15
t4
13
t2

287
743

95

a{

48
47
36
32
29
26
24
,o

20
19
18

382
191
127

95
76
64
55
48
42
38
35
I t

29
27
25
24

573
287
191
143
115

95
82
I t

64
JI

52
48
44
4L
38
36

l-146
573
381
285
228
L92
165
t44
126
114
105

96
87
81
75

80 f. p. m.
100 f. p. m.
75 f. p. m.

200 f. p. m.
300 f. p. m.

25 f. p. m.
35 f.  p. m.
20 f. p. m.
50 f. p. m.
50 f.  p. m.

\

Fig,. 142. Tgilstock Set or Ceater

6L

Fi4. l4l. Testin! tle Alignment oI tie Latho Centers lor Stmight Turninl

Testing Alignment of Centers
After taking the flrst roughing cut across a shaft, check the diame-

ter at each end of the cut with calipers or micrometers to make sure
the lathe is turning straitht. Sometimes when the position of the tail-
Btock is changed for a different length of work, it will require adjust-
ment. This is especially true on old lathes which may have worn spots
and. burrs on the bed.

Fig. 141 shows a good method of testing for the alignment of the
lathe centers. Two collars, A and B, turned on a shaft about 1}! in,
ln diameter and 10 in. long, are machined with a flne finishing cut
without changing the adjustment of the cuttint tool. Collar A is
measured, and without making any adjustment on the caliper, collar B
is tested to see how it compares with collar A. If collar A is not the
same diameter as collar B, then the adjustment of centers is not cor-
rect, and the tailstock top should be adjusted in the direction required.

Adjustment of Tailstock ToP

The tailstock top is adjustecl bY
releasing one of the adjusting screws
of the tailstock top antl tightening
the opposite screw a similar distance.
Then take another test cut on the
collars, measure and continue this
operation until the desired degree of
accuracy is obtained.

There is a mark on the end of
the tailstock where the bottom and
top join to show the relative position
of the tailstock top and bottom. For
fne, accurate work, this mark should
not be depended upon, but the align-
ment test should be made as de-
scribed aboYe to be sure that the
centers are in line.

I  r l  
-  

l l  r
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Machining to a Shoulder

A gootl method for,locating a
Ehoulder on a shaft is shown itr
Fig. 143. After chalking the shaft,
8et the hermaphrodite calipers to
the required dlmension and scribe
a line around the revolving shaft
wlth the sharp point on the
caliBer.

tr'ig. 144 shows the use of a
round nosed turning tool for fln-
lshing a shoulder having a fillet
corner. (See page 31, FiS. 6?.)

Fig. 145. Detail of a Shouliler
wirh o Reoess

FtS, f43. Measuring with
Caliper to Leate s

Hermaphrodite
Shoulder

Locating Shoulderr with a Parting Tool

In productlon work where a quantity of
pieces are requlred, shoulders are usually
located with a parting tool, as shown in
FIg. 146, before the diameter i9 machined.

When a square corner is required, as for
a bearing, it ls customary to neck or undercut
the shoulder sllghtly, as shown in Fig. 14b.

A flrm Joint caliper is convenient for meas-
uring when facing the ends of a shatt to length
or for measuring between two shoulders, as
shown is Fig. 147. Fis. l{4. Finishing a Shoul-

der with a Fillet

tr ' ig.146. Incation of a Shoulder Marked with a Part-
ing Tool Before Turning the Dionetcr

Flg. 117. Meuurins the Lcngth of a Shaft yith a Fim Joint Callpe

\
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Flg. 148. Machlnlng a Bushlne, In an Independent Chuck.

Chapter VII

CHUCK WORK

\Mork that cannot readily be mounted between the lathe centers is
usually held in a chuck, as shown above, for machining. Several types
of chucks are used, but the most popular are the 4-jaw Independent
chuck and the 3-jaw Universal chuck shown below.

A 4-jaw Independent chuck has four reversible jaws, each of which
may be independently adjusted. This type of chuck is recommended
if the lathe is to have but one chuck, as it will hold square, round and
irregular shapes in either a concentric or an eccentric position.

The 8-jaw Universal chuck is used for chucking round and hexa-
gonal work quickly, as the three jaws move simultaneously and auto-
matically center the work. Two sets of jaws are required, one set for
external chucking and the other for internal chucking.
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Mounting Chuck on Spindle
Before mounting a chuck or a

face plate on the lathe spindle, thor-
oughly clean aDd oil the threads of
the spindle and the chuck back. Also
clean the shoulder of the spindle
where the chuck back flts against it.
A Yery small chip or burr at this
point will prevent the chuck from
runtring true.

Ifold the chuck against the spiD-
dle nose with the right hand and
arm and turn the lathe spindle cone
with the left hand to screw the chuck
onto the spindle just tight enough
to hold it securely.

Do not run the lathe with power
while screwing the chuck otrto the
spindle, and do not spin the chuck
up to the shoulder or it may be very
tlifrcult to remove.

TLe ludependent Chuck
The independent chuck is used

more than any other type of chuck
because it will hold practically any
Bhape and can be adjusted to any
degree of accuracy required,

Concentric rings scribed on the
face of the chuck permit centering
round work approximately, as it is
Blaced in the chuck. To center more
accurately, the lathe is started and
a piece of chalk is held lightly
against the revolving work, as shown
in Fig. L52. The lathe ls then
stopped and the jaw opposite the
chalk mark is loosened slightly. The
opposite Jaw is then tightenetl. The
test is repeated until the work is
centered with the necessary accuracy.
All four jaws must be securely
tightenerl before starting to machine
the work.

Uce of Center Indicator
The center indicator is used for

accurately centering work that has
been laid out and center punched for
drilling and boring. The short end
of the center indicator is placed in
the center punch mark and the tail-
stock center point is brought up
close to the opposite end, as ghown
in Fig. 153. For accurate work, the
long end of the indicator should re-
main stationary wheD the lath€
spindle ls revolved.

Fif. 152. Ceoterinl Work in an Indc-
pendent Chuck

Fi6. 153. Centering Wmk witb I Centor

\

bba.

Ce'ntering Worh With
Dial Test Indicator

A sensitive dial indicator may be used
for accurately centering work having a
smooth surface. The dial of the indicator
is graduated to read in thousandths of
an inch so that practically any required
degree of accuracy may be obtained.

The indicator is placed in eontact with
the part to be centered, as shown in
Fig. 154, and the hand on the indicator
dial is watched as the lathe spindle is
revolved slowly by hand. The chuck jaws
are adjusted as described on page 54
until the required degree of accuracy is
obtained.

The part to be centered should also
be tested on the face for wobble as shown
in Fig. 166.

Removing ChucL from LatLe Spindle

To start a chuck so it can be removed
from the lathe spindle, engage the back
gears, place a wood block between the
chuck jaw and back ways of bed, as shown
in Fig. 156, and turn cone pulley by hand.
After starting the chuck, place a board
across the bed ways to protect them from
damage in case the chuck is dropped off
the spindle. This procedure also applies
to face plates.

Practical Sizes of Chucks
Lathe chucks should be carefully

selected for the size of the lathe and
the work for which they are to be used.
If the chuck is too small, the capacity
of the lathe is restricted, but if it is
too large the jaws may strike the lathe
bed anrl the chuck will be awkward to
use and difflcult to handle.

The most practical sizes of chucks
for use with various sizes of lathes are
listed irr the tabulation below.

Practical Sizes of Chucks for Lathes

Fig. 156. Bemoving a Chuck from
Lathe Spindle

FiCt. 154. Centering Work with a
Dial Test Indicator

Fig. lSf. Teting Face of Work with
DiaI Indicator for Wobble

9-in. lathe
10-in. lathe
13-in. lathe
lLVz-in.lathe

5 in.
5 in.
6 in.
'I y2 rn.
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The Universal Chuck
Round and hexagonal work may

be chucked quickly in the universal
chuck as all three Jaws move simul-
taneously and automatically center the
work within a few thousands of an
inch. This type of chuck will usually
center ryork within .003 in. when new,
but when the scrol l  becomes worn this
degree of accuracy cannot be expected.

Since there is no way to adjust the
Jaws independently on this type of
chuck, it is not used where extreme
accuracy is required. The 4-jaw inde-
pendent chuck should always be used
when work must be centered to run
dead true. However, i f  no independent
chuck is avai lable shims may be placed
between the chuck jaws and the work
to compensate for the inaccuracy of
universal chuck.

Headctock Spindle Chuck
The headstock spindle chuck,

ghown ln Figs. 158 and 159, is simi-
lar to a drill chuck except that it is
hollow and is threaded so that it may
be screwed on to the spindle nose of
the lathe.

This type of chuck ls suitable for
holding bars, rods and tubes that are
passed through the headstock spindle
of the lathe, also other small diame-
ter work. It is more accurate than the
average universal chuck and will usu-
al ly center work within .002 in.

The headstock spindle chuck is
Inexpensive and for some classes of
work it may be used instead of the
tnore erpensive draw-in collet chuck.

Drill Chuck
Drill chucks are used in both the

headstock spindle and the tailstock
spindle of the lathe for holding drills,
reamers, taps, etc. There are several
types of drill chucks oD the market
and some do not have sufficient accu-
racy and holding power for satisfac-
tory use on the lathe. A good drill
chuck will hold drills concentric with-
ln ,002 in.  or .003 in.  and should have
a wrench or a pinlon key for tighten-
lng.

Fig. tSZ. Round Work Held in
Universal Chuck

Fic. f58. Hollow Eeadstock Spindle
Chuck

160. Dril l  Chuck Mountcd in
Triletock Spindle

Fig. 159. Machining a Shaft in a
Hollow Headstock Chuck

\-

Fig. Fi4. 164. FiC. 165.
Square Col let  Hexaloo Col let

JJ

Drcw-in Collet Chuck

The draw-in collet chuck is the most accurate of all types of chucks
and is used for precision work, such as making small tools and manu-
facturing small 

-parts for watches, typewriters, radios, etc. The collets
are mad; for ro-und, square and oth-ei shapes, as shown in Figs. 162,
164 and 165. The work held in the collet should not be more than .001 in.
smaller or .001 in. larger than the collet size, Collets are usually made
of heat-treated steel, lut for some classes of work brass collets are
often used.

Fie,. 162. Side View and End View ol a Spring Collet lor Round Work

FiC. 16l. Machinio{ a Part Held in a Dmw-in Collet Chuck

Fis. 163. Ilandwhel Dmw-in Collet Chuck
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Construction of Draw-in Collet Chuclr

above in Fig. 166. The hdlow draw-bar with handwheel at-
tached extends through the headstock srrindle of the lathe
and is threaded on the right end to receive the spring collet.
Turning the handwheel to the right draws the collet into theTurning the handwheel to the right draws the coilet into the fl-s.^19,7.
lgnergd closing sleeve and tight*ens the collet 

-on 
th" ;;1. 

Pot couettapered closing sleeve and tightens the collet on the work.
Turning the handwheel to the left releases the collet. a

Chapter VIII

TAPER TURNING AND BORING

There are three methods of turning and boring tapers in the lathe:

by setting over the tailstock; by using the compound rest; and by using

the taper attachment of the lathe. The method used depends on the

length of the taper, the angle of taper and the number of pieces to be

machined.

Cutter Bit Must Be on Center

The cutting edge of the tool must be set exactly on center, as shown
in Fig. 1?3, to turn or bore an accurate taper. That is, the cutting edge

of the lathe tool must be exactly the same height as the point of the

tailstock center. The position of the tool applies to all methods of

turning and boring tapers.

Taper Turning with Compound Rett

The compound rest of the lathe is conveniently employed for turning

and boring short tapers and bevels, such as, die and pattern work, bevel
gear blanks, lathe center points, short taper gauges' etc. The compound rest

swivel is set at the required angle
and the taper is machined bY turn-
ing the compound rest feed screw
by hand. See Figs. l7L and 172.

Taper holes are fitted to stand-
ard taper plug gauges similarlY as
taper shanks are fitted to taper
socket gauges. See Fig. 180.

Fig.  17l .

Bar

" t

Step Chuck and Cloaer
The spring collet may be replaced with

a step_chuck and closer, as shown in Fig. 168,
.for hol4ing discs such as gear blanks, etc. A
pgt collet, shown in Fig. 167, may be used in
place of the step chuck-for sinall-diameters.

Handl'ever Draw.in Collect Chuck
The handlever draw-

in collet chuck, shown in
Fig. 169, is similar to the
handwheel type draw-in
collet chuck except that
the collet is opened and
closed by moving the hand
lever to tbe right or left.
This permits gripping or
releasing the work with-
out stopping the lathe
spindle if desired.

FrS. 169, Eandleyq Type Draw-in Coltet
Chuck Attachmenr

Compound Rest Set at an Angle for
Taper Turning and Boring

Fig. 173. Lathe Tool Cutter Bit Set on
Center for Taper Turning

Fi!. 166. Cross-Section of Headstock Showin{ Construction of Draw.in
Collet Chuck Attachmeit

Fig. 168. Step Chuck snd
Closer

Mochininf e 60' Lcthe Center Point

Fl& l?2.
Fig. 170. A Set of Collets lor Round Work t In. to VE ln. by l6the

\
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Truing a 60' Center
A good example of the use of

the compound rest for short tapers
is shown in Fig. 774. An electric
grinding attachment is mounted
on the lathe in olace of the tool
post and the c6mpound rest is
swiveled to the correct anEle to
permit feeding the grinding wheel
across the 60" center point to
grind it true. Lathe centers are
usually too hard to be machined
with a cutting tool. See pages 100
and 101.

Testing the Angle
. All angular or bevel turning

should be tested with a gauge oT
some kind, as it is difficult to
read the graduations with suffi-
cient accuracy to set the com-
pound rest swivel for an exact
taper. Fig. 175 shows the use of
a -center gauge for testing the
60' angle of a lathe center loint.

Taper Turning with Tailetock
Set Over

Work that can be machined
between centers can be turned
taper by setting over the tailstock
top, as shown in Figs. 177, 1?8
and 179. This method cannot be
used for boring tapers.

tailstock center is set over one-
half the total amount of the taper
for the entire length of the work.

Fiet. 175. Testing the Angle of e Lothe
Center Point

Fig. 176. Machining a Taper with the Tail-
stock Top Set Over

DTAMETEBs AT ENDs or TAPEB GrwN-
Divide the total length of the stock by
the length of the portion to be tapered
and multiply this quotient by one-half the
difrerence in diameters; the result is the
amount of the setover.

Adjueting the Tailstock Center
To set over the tailstock center for

taper turning, loosen clamping nut of
tailstock and back ofr set screw "F,"
Fis,178, the distance required; then
screw in set screw "G" a like distance
until it is tight, and clamp the tailstock
to the lathe bed.

Measuring the Setover
To measure the setover of the

tallstock center, place a scale hav-
lng graduations on both edges
between the two centers, as shown
ln Fig. 179. This wil l  give an
aBproximate meas'urement.

Fitting Tapers to Gaugea
The best way to machine an

accurate taper is to flt the taper
to a standard gauge. To test the
taper, make a chalk mark along
the entire length of the taper,
place the work iD the taper it is
to flt and turn carefully by hand.
Then remove the work and the
chalk mark will show where the
taper is bearing.

If the taper is a perfect flt, lt
will show along the entire length
of the chalk mark. If the taper is
Dot perfect, make the necessary
adjustment, take another light
cut and test again. Be sure the
taper is correct before turning to
the flnished diameter.

Fig. f78. Tailstock Top Set Ofi
Center lor Taper Turninl
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How to Calculate Amount of Setover for Tailstock
Tapers are usually specified. in "inches per foot.,' X'or erample,

some Brown & Sharpe tapers are 12 7n. per foot. To machine a Brown &
Sharpe taper of r/z iD.. pet foot on a shaft exactly one foot long, the
center should be set over la in. or .250 in. If the piece is only 10 in.
long, then the amount of setover would be +g of .250 in. or.208 in.
The following rules may be used for calculating the amount of setover:

TArEB rN INcEES pun Foor Grvnw-Divide the total length of the
stock in inches by twelve and multiply this quotient by one-half the
.mount of taBer per foot specifled. The result is the amount of setover
ln inches.

l f

I

Fic. 177. With the Tailstock Set Oyer the Same Amount, piece of
Difrerent Lengths are Machined with Difrerent Tapers

FiC. 179. Measurin{ tie Setover

Fig. f80. Morse Standard Taper Plug Gaulc
and Socket Gau[e

Fis. 174. Truing a 60" Lathe Ccntcr I 'olnt

--- . f ----- : f
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Teper Turning with Taper Attachnent
The taper attachment is used for turning and boring tapers in tne

lathe. It eliminates the necessity of setting over the tailstock, and if
desired may be set permanently for a standard taper. The taper attach-
ment does not interfere with using the lathe for straight turning.

The taper attachment is especially valuable for boring tapered holcs.
If the lathe is not equipped with a taper attachment, the compound rest
top swivel may be set for the desired taper, but the length of the taper
is limited to the comparatively short angular feed of the compound rest
top when this method is used.

Graduations on one end of the taper attachment swivel bar indicate
the total taper in inches per foot, and on the other end, the included
angle of the taper is shown in degrees. See Fig. 182-4.

Plain Taper Attacbment
The plain taper attachment (used on all 9" South Bend Lathes)

shown at right consists of a bracket attached to the back of the
lathe carriage, a compound slide with clamp for locking slide to lathe bed
and a connecting bar to connect the
sl ide block of the taper attachment
to the compound rest base of the
lathe.

When the plain taper attachment
ls to be used it is necessary to dis-
connect the cross feed screw by re-
moving the bolt "A" which locks the
cross feed nut to the compound rest
base of the lathe. This leaves the com-
pound rest base free to slide so that
i t  may be control led by the taper
attachment, Binding screws "8" and
"C" arre tightened to engage the taper
attachment.

Telescopic Taper Attachment
The telescopic taper attach_ment (used on 10,, to 16', swing South

Bend f,athes) shown in the illustratibn below, Fig. 1g2, is siirilar to
the plain taper attachment de-
scribed above except that it is
equipped with a telescopic cross
feed screw. This feature elimi-
nates the necessity of disconnect-
ing the cross feed screw when the
taper attachment is to be used.

The cross feed screw may be
used to adjust the turning tool
for the required diameter and
the taper attachment may then
be engaged by tightening binding
screws "X" and "Yt', To change
back to straight turning, it is
necessary to loosen binding screws..xrr and .,Yrr.

Fig. 181. Ploin Tnper Attachmeot

FiC. 182. Telescopio Taper Attachment
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Setting the Taper Attachment Swivel Bar

Tapers are usually specified in inches per
foot or in degrees. When this information is not
available the taper in inches per foot should be
calculated before setting the taper attachment for
tapcr turning.

To calculate the taper in inches per foot,
subtract the diameter in-inches at the imall enci
of taper (B, Fig. 183) from the diameter in
inches at the large end of the taper (A); divide
the result by the length of tapered portion (C)
in inches, and multiply by t2. The answer is
the taper in inches per foot and indicates the
graduation on the "taper per foot" end of the swivel bar which should
be set in line with the witness mark in order to machine the desired
taper. See Fig. 1824.

Each graduation on the "taper per foot" end of swivel bar repre.
sents_ a total taper of 7/16" per foot. If the taper per foot has 6een
calculated_ or specified in decimal fractions instead of common fractions,
refer to the decimal equivalent table on page 115 for the nearest frac-
tional part of an inch.

When setting.the swivel bar for taper turning, remember that the
total taper is indicated by the graduations, either-in inches per foot or
in degrees. For exampl'e, if the swivel bar is set at 5. the taper machined
will have a total included angle of 5"; that is 2Yz" (not 5'f each side of
center line.

_ After.setting the taper,attachment swivel bar to the required angle,
take a trial cut and test the taper with a taper gage or micrometers.
Fome-,readjustm_ent of the swivel bar will probably be necessary, as it
is- difficult to align the graduations on swivel bai perfectly wii,h the
witness mark. See page 61 for information on fitting and testing tapers
with taper gauges.

__Star_ldard tapered holes may be hand reamed after boring to stand-
ardize the taper and size the hole.

Fis. 182A. Graduationr
in Inches per Foot on

Swivel Bar

Fig. 183. TaDer Tuming with
tho Taper Attachment

Fig. 184. Boring a Taper with
the Taper Attachment

Turning an outside
taper is shown in Fig.
183. Boring an inside
taper with the aid of a
ceirter rest is shown in
Fig. 184. See page 92.

l
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Morcc Standard Tapers

Morse Standard Tapers are used for lathe and drill press splnclles
by most of the manufacturers of lathes and drill presses in the United.
States. South Bend Lathes have both head and tailstock spindles fitted
for Morse Standard Tapers. The dimensions of various sizes of Morse
Standard Tapers are listed in the tabulation below.

Fit. 185. Chart Showin6 Principal Dimensions of Morse Standard Taperr 'Which rc
Listed in Tabulation Below

DIMENSIONS OF' MOR,SE STAIIDAN,D TAPER,S
AII  Dimensions in Tabulat ions Below Are in Inches

.6246

.5986

.5994

.6023

.6233

.6315

.6256

.6240

Chapter IX

DRILLING, REAMING AND TAPPING
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Many drilling, reaming
and tapping jobs can be
done more quickly and with
greater accuracy in the lathe
than by any other method.

Fig. 186 (at right) illus-
trates the use of the lathe
as a drill press. A drill
pad placed in the tailstock
spindle of the lathe is used
to support the work.

The tailstock hand wheel
is turned as the hole is
drilled through the work.
The end of the work may
rest on the lathe bed if de-
sired.

The Location of the hole
should be center punched to start
the drill. The lathe should be
operated at high speed when
drilling small diameter holes.

Drill Pad for Tailstock

A drill pad for the tailstock
spindle of the lathe is shown
in Fig. 187. The drill pad re-
places the tailstock center and
supports the work for drilling.

Crotch Center

The crotch center shown in
Figs. 18? and 188 is similar to
the drill pad except that it has
a "V" so that round work may
be accurately cross drilled. This
is very convenient for drilling
oil holes in bushings, drilling
pin holes in shafts, etc.
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Thg fig*"" in the "Taper per Foot" columu have beeu revised to ooaform with the standard
eDo d8meteB and tengtha.

Brown & Sharpe and Jarno Taperr

Two other system of tapers are widely used. The Brown & Sharpe
Tapers are used for milling machine spindles and the Jarno Tapers for
gome makes of lathe spindles. Specifications of these tapers can be
obtained from technical hald books or from manufacturers usint them.
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Fid. 186. Usin{ the Lathe as a Drill Prees
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of Lathe

Fig.' 187. (Richt)
Crotch Center lor

Use in Tailstock
of Lathe

I

Fig. r87-A. (Left)
Dril l  Pad for Uee

in Tailstock oI
Latho

Fic. lt8. Drilling an Oil Eote in a Buehiag
with Crotch Center in Tailstek
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Drilling Work Held in the Chuck
Most of the drilling ln the lathe

is done with the work mounted in
the lathe chuck fas shown in Fig.
189) or c lamped' to the face plate
of the lathe. When this method is
used it is important that the tlrill
be started so that it will run true
and the hole will be drilled concen-
tric with the outside diameter of
the work.

One method for starting the
drill point true is illustrated in Fig.
190. The butt end of a lathe tool
holder just touching the side of the
drill will prevent the drill from
bending and cause it to start ap-
proximately true in the center of
the work.

Cmter Driiling

When greater accuracy is re-
quired it is best to provide a true
starting point for the drill. To do
this the work should first be center
drilled using a combination center
drill and countersink, as shown in
Fig. 191. The point of the center
drill may be ground ofr as shown
in Fig. 192 to prevent breaking.

Center Drill Holder

A special holder for mounting the
combination center drill and counter-
sink in the tailstock for drilling
center holes is shown in Fig. 193.
This provides an extremely rigid and
accurate support for the drill, re-
sulting in more accurately located
center holes than can usually be ob-
tained by mounting the center drill
in a 3-jaw drill chuck. Large pieces
that cannot be properly mounted in
the chuck alone can be supported on
the outer end by a steady rest, as
shown in Fig. 194.

Drilling iu Steel

When drilling in steel use plenty
of lard oil on the point of the drill.
If no lard oil is available, any good
cutting oil or even machine oil may
be used. However, lard oil is pref-
erable, and for some deep hole
drilling is the only satisfactory
Iubricant.

Fig. 189. Drilling Work Eeld in Chuck

WOPK

TOOL HOLDEI

rooL PosT

Drilling a Cored Hole

Castinge havlng cored holes are
usually tlrilletl with a four lip drill.
The hole iD the casting should be
beveled, as shown in X' ig. 195, to
start the drill true; otherwise, the
tlrill will follow the cored hole and
may be thrown ofr center. Foi accu-
rate drilling it is advisable to coun-
terbore the hole a short depth to giye
the drill point a perfectly concentric
starting point.

How to Sharpen Drillr

Correct grindint of
the drill point is essential
for accuracy and effl-
ciency in all drilling oper-
at ions. A medium grain
grinding wheel that has
been dressed true should
be used for grindlnt drlll e.;o
points. The rlrill point "''

should not be overheated by
grinding or the temper may
be drawn.

Fig. f95. Machiniot a Bevel in a
Cored Hole to Strrt Drill Truo

END VEW
atElr oPrll

196. Dril l ing a Cored Hols with e Four Lip
Shell Dril l
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Grind oft
Tip ol
Dril l ,
Shown by
dotted l ine
Fie. r92.

Before grindlng a alrill,
study the point of a new
rlrill as received from the
manufacturer; then try to
duplicate it. This can be
accomplished by holding the
drill at the correct angle
wlth the grinding wheel
and tiving the drtll point a wiping motion as it
ls ground, lowering the shank end of the drill
and giving the drill a slight twist to the right
simultaneously. It is very important that both
lips of the clrill be ground exactly the same.

The angle of the chisel point or dead center
should be from 120o to 130o, as shown in Fig.
197. The cutt ing l ips "L" Fig. 198, should be
exactly the same length and angle; otherwise
the rlrill will cut oversize. The best angle for
general work is 59o, as indicated.

The clearance back of the cutting edge
should be from 12o to 15o, as shown in Fig.  199.
Less clearance may prevent the drill from cut-
tlng freely, and more clearance will cause the
cuttint edge to dull quickly.

A rlrill grinding gauge similar to the one
ghown in Fig. 200 will aid in grinding the cor-
rect antle and length of cutting lip on the drill
point.

\^
.T

Fig. r97.
Correct Point

Angle

Fig. 198. Fic. r99.
Correct Lip Correct Clear-

Andle ance

FiC" 191. Ceoter Dril l in{

c_.<sl
Detail of Center Drill

Fic. 193. Uaing Center Drill Eolder in
Tailstock to Drill Accurato Center Eole

ln Piece Eeld in Chuck

Fig. 200. Drill GriDd;nli
Gauge

\ , ! ,

Fi4. 190. Ueiog Tool Holder
to Stesdy Point ol Dril l

Fig. 194. Center Drilllng Large Piee
with the Ald of a Stody Rest
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Reaming in tLe Lathe

Reamers are used in the lathe to flnish a number of holes quickly
and accurately to the same diameter. Usually the hole is first dritled
or bored roughly to size, allowing sufficient stock for reaming. Two
types of reamers are used, the rose reamer and the fluted reamer.

Rose reamers are ground for cutting on the end only and are in-
tended for rough reaming as they do not produce a good flnish or an
accurate diameter.

Fluted reamers are ground for cutting on both the ends and the
sides of the blades and are usually used after the rose reamer to obtain
an exact size and produce a good smooth flnish. tr'Iuted reamers should
be used only for light cuts, removing not orrer .010 in. from ihe hole.

Reamer in Drill Chuck

Straight shank reamers are usually held in a drill chuck, as shown in
X'is. 201. Taper shank reamers may be inserted direct in the tailstock
eplndle. The reamer is fed
carefully through the hole by
turning the tailstock hand-
wheel. Always use a slow
spindle speed and when ream-
lng steel keep the reamer
flooded with lard. oil.

Floating Reamer Driver

For some reaming opera-
tions it is desirable for the
reamer to follow a bored hole
as accurately as possible, and
for this type of work a float-
ing reamer driver similar to
the one shown in Fis. 202 is
used.

Large reamers are some-
times supported on the tail-
stock center point. A lathe
dog is attached to the reamer
shank and a stick with one
end resting against the lathe
bed is placed between the
reamer shank and the tail of
the dog.

Tapping Threads

Threads may be tappeal in
the lathe, using a tap as
Bhowtr in Fis. 203. The lathe
spindle should be operated at
slow speed and the tap fed to
the work by turning the tail-
stock handwheel, or by slid-
ing the entire tailstock on the
lathe bed. Taps may also be
held in a alrill chuck.

Chapter X

CUTTING SCREV THREADS

Cutting screw threads in the lathe is accomplished by connectlng
the headstock spindle of the lathe with the lead screw by a series ol
gears so that a positive carriage feed. is obtained and the lead screw IE
driven at the required speed with relation to the headstock spindle.

The gearing between the heatlstock spindle and lead screw may be
arranted so that any desired Bitch of the thread may be cut. X'or ex-
amBle, lf the leatl screw has eight threads per inch and the gears are
arranged so that the headstock spindle revolves four times while tho
lead screw reyolves once, the thread cut will be four times as fine as
the thread on the lead screw or 32
threads per inch.

The cuttlng tool is ground to the
shape required for the form of the
thread to be cut, that is, American
National tr'orm, "V," Acme, Square,
Whitworth, International Metric, etc.

Either right hantl or left hand
threads may be cut by reversing the
direction of rotation of the leatl
serew. This may be accomplished by
shifting the reverse lever on th€
headstock.
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Fi6.206. National Cosrco Thread

Fig" 204. Cuttind Scrow T[readc in ttre Lethei

Fig. 201. Reamin! in the tathe

FiE, 202. Floating Reamer Driver

Fig" 205. Acme Screw Thrc{

Fi/'.207. Double Squaro Threed

\

Fig. 203. Tapping in the Lothc
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AMERICAN NATIONAL SCREW
THREAD

(F ormerly U.S. Standard Screw Threail)

!'ORMULA
t

F rtcb = 
N_o5'iiilP-er rD"

D=Depth=P x.64952

r-  Flat= 
{

Fig. 208. American Nationel Scrow Threrd Forn

American Netional Screw Threadr

The Natlonal Screw Thread Commlsslon tn 1918 was authorlzed by
Gongress to establish a standard. system of screw threads for use in
the Unlteal States. As a result thls commission establlshed the Amerl-
cin Natlonal Screw Thread System which has been approvetl by the
Secretary of War, Secretary of the Navy, and Congress, and ls now
generally useal by all shops ln the Unlteal States.

The form of the threatl atlopted 18 shown above and tablee for both
the Fine Thread Series and Coarse Thread Series are glven on page 71.
A report of the National Screw Thread Commission deffnes the foilow
ing terms:

TABLES OF AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD SCREW THREAD
PITCHES AND RECOMMENDED TAP DRILL SIZES

P=

Americanr Natlonal Coarso
Standard Thread (N.C.)

X'ormerly U. S. Standaril

Amerlcan Natlonal Flne

Stantlard Threa<l (N.Ft.)

Fonrerly S. A. E. Thread

0
1
2
3

8
lo
t2

%
,4
%
%
%
%

I
r%
r%

Tap
Drill
Sizes

43
38
33

Dmimal
Equiva
lent of
DrilI

Tap
Dril l
Sizes

Threads
Per
Inch

53
49
44
42
37
g2

Outside
Diameter
of Screwlent of

Dril l

0 0595
0.0700
0 0810
0.0890
0.1015
0 rr30
0 1360
o.r495
o.r770
0.2010
o 2570
0.3125

72
64
56
48
44
40

a2
2A

0.0595
0 0730
0 0860

0.1040
o.1 160

0.1590
o.1820

o.2720
0.3390

t1a
2r4
.ea

%6rit
t74

u
45
4
34
28
22
13
l0

I
4
4

6
8

10

t2
t4
t4

0.3906
0.4531
0.5r56
0.5781
0.6875
0.8125
0.9375
1.0468
1.1718

Scrcw Thrced. A ridge of uDlforn
aectlon ln the fom of a belix on t'he
gurface of a cylinds or oone.

Ert rnd and Intemel Thrcads. An
ertemgl tbrad ig c thread on the out-
alde of a member. EnmPle: A ttrDeaded
oluq. An int€rnal tbread ig a thread
6n 

-the 
lnstde of a nember. ExamPle:

A thrcaded bole.
Mrjor Dlametcr (formerlY knom as

"outslde diamets"). The largest dll'
meter of the thread of the acrew or
nut. The t€rm "major diameter" re
placea the terra "outside diameter" as
ipplted to the threed of a ecrew and
alio the t€m "full diameter" u sF
plied to the thread of a aut.

lllnor Dlenrcter (fomerly kaowl
a5 "core dlaneter"). Tbe emallet dls'
meter of tbe t:hregd of the screw or
rruL The t€ln "Einor diameter" re'

lnterartional Scrcw Thread Forn

placea the term "cote diameter" u
applied to the thread of e screw and
also the tem "ineide diamehr" as
applted to the thsd ot a nut.

Pitch DirnetcL On e gtnight acrew
thrud, the diameter of an imaginart
cylind*, the surface of whlch would
pasg trhrough tbe tbradg at such points
as to make equl the widtb of the
threads and the width of tbe etnce
cut by the gurfece of the cylinder.

Pltrh. The distgnce from a point
on a acrew thred to a concDonding
mint on the next tbread measured
iaraltel to the axis.

Lod. The diatance a sclew tlread
advatrcea axially iu one tum. On a
alnglethred acrs, the lad snd pitcb
are ldentiel: on a doublethresd screw
the lad is twice the Ditch; on a triple
thrad screw. the lead ls tbre tims
tle Ditcb, etc.

The need for an international screw thread form
has been recognized for ma4y years. Altlough
several internaiional missions have been made and
hundreds of conferences held, little was accomplished
until the summer of 1948 when United States and

TABIJES OX! AI}IERICAN NATIONAIT SPECIAIJ SCREW THREAI)

PIICHES (N.S.) AND RECOMMENDED TAp DRILIT SIZES

Tap
Drill
Size

%
49
38

%
30
26
22
16
t2
4
3
%

0.1570
o.r770
0.1890
0.2090
0.2r30
o.2tal

%
)4
%
t4
t6
t4

2,1
n
a2

i l

40
40
32
32
24
24

0 3680
o 42LS
0.4843

.3r25

.375

.4375

.500

.5625

.625

.7 50

.875
r.000
r-125
r.250

leut of
Drill

0.0550
0.0820
0.0860
0.11 l0
0.1405
0.1570

\

Flg. 2084. Dlesr.tn
thowlnr Intornationrl
Scrsw Thrad Forn. ,4
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Flg. 209. Standard Chense G€ar Lathe Set Up for Cutting Screw Threails

Cutting Threads on Standard Change Gear L:thes
Screw threads are cut on Standard Change Gear Lathes by engagr

lng the apron half nuts with the lead screw. The pitch of thread to
be cut is determined by the number of teeth in the change gears used
on the reverso stud and the lead screw, also the compound gears used.

To set up the lathe for cuttint a screw thread, ffrst determine th€
number of threads per inch to be cut. By referring to the change g:ear
chart attached to the lathe (X'is. 210) the change g;ears required can
be determined. The thread to be cut should be located in the first
column under the heading "Threads Per Inch." In the second column
utrder the heading "Stud Gear" is listed the number of teeth in the
change gear which should be placed on the reverse stud of the lathe.
(See Fig. 209.) In the third column under the heading "Idler Gear" is
listed the figure number of the diagram on the index chart showing the
arrangement of idler gear and compound gears. In the fourth column
under the heading "Screw Gear" is listed the number of teeth in the
gear to be placed on the lead screw "C".

After selecting the ehange gears necessary for cuttlng the desired
thread, place them on the reverse stud and lead screw respectively and
connect them with the idler gear and comBound gears, as shown on
the change gear chart.

Fig.210. Change Gmr Charts for Standard Change Ger Lathe

Porition of Spacing Colla".

The spacing collar on the lead screw must be placed outside the screw
gear, as shown in Fig. 210A, when simple gearing (Fig. 2 on index charts)
is used, and inside the screw gear, as shown in Fig. 2108, when compound
gearing (Fig. 1 on index charts) is used. See page 114.

t1
*l

I'ig. 210A. Position of Slracing Collu
for Simple Gering

Figt. 2108. Position of SDacinE Collrr
for Compound Gering

9", Model B, Inilex Chart 9", Model C, Inder Chart

\
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Setting Cutter Bit
The top of the threading tool

should be placed exactly on cen-
ter, as shown in I'ig. 217 at right,
for cutting external screw threads.
Note that the top of the tool is
ground flat and is in exact align-
ment with the lathe center. This
is necessary to obtain the correct
angle of the thread.

The threading tool must be set
square with the work, as shown
in Fig. 218. The center gauge is
used to adjust the point of the
threading tool, and if the tool is
carefully set a perfect thread will
result. Of course, if the threading
tool is not set perfectly square
with the work, the angle of the
thread will be incorrect.

Internal Threads
The point of the threading tool

is also placed exactly on center,
as shown in Fig. 219 at right for
cutting internal screw threads.
The point of the tool must be set
perfectly square with the work.
This may be accomplished by flt-
ting the point of the tool into the
center gauge, as shown in Fig.220
at right.

When adjusting the threading
tool for cutting internal threads,
allow sufficient clearance between
the tool and the inside diameter
of the hole to permit backing out
the tool when the end of the cut
has been reached. However, the
boring bar should be as large in
diameter and as short as possible
to prevent springing.

When cutting internal screw
threads more front clearance is
required to prevent the heel of the
tool from rubbing than when
cutting external thread,s.

Engaging the Half-Nutc
After the work has been mounted

in the lathe and the cutting tool
properly adjusted, the half-nuts
may be engaged with the lead screw
for cutting the screw thread. Once
the thread has been started, the half-
nuts should not be disengaged from
the lead screw. unless the thread
dial indicator is used. See page 81.

Fig.2l7. Top oI Cutter Bit Set On Center
Ior Cuttinli Screw Threads

Fig. 218. Cutter Bit Set Square With Work
for Cuttin{ External Screw Thrads

Fig. 2t9. For
Cutting Internsl
Screw Threads,
Top of Cutter
Bit Should be
Set Exactly oD

Center

Fis:. 220A. Engaging the EaU-Nuts
Fie. 223, Action of Thread Cuttinf Tool when Com-

pound Rest is Set at 296 Angle

11

Position of Compound Rest for
Cutting Screw Threads

In manufacturing plants rvhere maxi-
mum production is desired, i t  is customaly
to place the compound rest of the lathe at
an angle of 29' for cutt ing screw threads.

The compound rest is svrung around to
the r ight, as shown in Figs. 221 and. 224.
The compound rest screw is.used for ad-
just ing the depth of cut and Drost of the
metal is removed by the left  side of the
threading tool .  (See Fis.  223.)  This per-
mits the chip to curl  out of the way better
than i f  tool is fed straight in.

The r ight side of the tool wi l l  shave
the thread srnooth and produce a good f ln-
ish, although i t  does not reDlove enough
metal to interfere with the rrain chip
u'hich is taken by the lett  side of the tool.

Fig. 222. Cutting a Screw Thread
rvi th Compound Rest Set at  29o

Fig. 224. Correct An6le ol Com-
pound Rest lor Thread Cuttin{

Fig. 221. Compcund Rest Set at. 29' Angle for Cutting Screw Threads

Work I
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the first cut.

Using Micrometer Collar

The micrometer collar on the cross feed
screw of the lathe may be used in place of
the thread cutting stop, if desired. To do
this, first bring the point of threading tool
up so that it just touches the work, then
loosen small lock screw "A," adjust the
micrometer collar on the cross feed screw to
zero, and, tighten lock screw.

All adjusting for obtaining the desired
depth of cut should be done with the com-
pound rest screw. Withdraw the tool at the
end of each cut by turning the cross feed
screw to the left one complete turn, return
the tool to the starting point and turn the
cross feed screw to the right one turn, stop-
ping at zero. The compound rest feed screw
may then be adjusted for any desired depth
of chip.

FlE. 226. Micrometer Coll&r oD
Cross Feerl Screw ol L8the

a.

Taking the First Cut
After setting up the lathe, as

erplained on the preceding pages,
take a very light trial cut just
deep enough to scribe a line on
the surface of the work. as shown
in Fig. 227. Th.e purpose of this
trial cut is to make sure the lathe
ls arranged for cutting the desired
pitch of thread.

Measuring Screw Threads
To check the number of threads

per inch, place a scale against the
work, as shown in Fig, 228, so
that the end of the scale rests on
the point of the thread or oD one
of the scribed lines. Count the
spaces between the end of the
scale and the first inch mark, and
this will give you the number of
threads per inch. Fig. 228 shows
eitht threads per inch.

Screw Pitch Gauge
A screw thread gauge as illus-

trated in Fis. 229 is very conve-
nient for checking the finer pitches
of screw threads. This gauge con-
sists of a number of sheet metal
plates in which are cut the exact
form of the various pitches of
threads.

Fitting and Terting Threadt
The final check for both the

dlameter and pitch of the thread
may be made with the nut that is
to be used or with a ring thread
gauge, i f  one is avai lable. FiS.230
shows how the nut may be used
for checking the thread. The nut
should fft snugly without play or
shake but should not bind on the
thread at any point.

If the atrgle of the thread is
correct and the thread is cut to
the correct depth it will flt the
nut perfectly. Ilowever, if the
angle of the thread is incorrect,
the thread may appear to fit the
nut but will only be touching at
a few points. F or this reason, the
thread sbould be checked by other
methods in addition to the nut or
ring gauge.

Fig. 227. Trial Cut to Check the Set-up for
Thread Cutting

Use of Thread Cutting Stop

COMPOUND REST SCREW

Fig.226. Threail Cuttlng Stop Attacheil to Dovetall ol Sedallo

Fi$. 228. Measuriotl Screw Thrmdr

Fi8.229. Screw Thread Pitah Gaudc

\

Fi& 2go. Screw Thread Fitted to I Nut
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Reaetting Tool .A,fter Cut
Har Been Started

If for any reason it is necessary
to remove the thread cutting tool be-
fore the thread has been completed,
the tool must be carefully readjusted
so that it will follow the original
grooYe when lt is replaced in the
lathe.

Before adJusting the tool, take
up all the lost motion by pulling the
belt forward by hand.

The compound rest top should be
Bet at an angle, and by adjusting the
cross feed screw and compound rest
feed screw simultaneously the point
of the tool can be made to eFter
exactly into the original groove.

Finiehing the End of a Thread
The end of the thread may be ffn-

lshed by any one of several methods.
The 45' chamfer on the end of the
thread, as shown ln X'ig. 232, is com-
monly used for bolts, cap screws, etc.
tr'or machine parts and special screws
the end is often flnished by rounding
with a forming tool, as shown In
Fis. 233.

It is difrcult to stop the thread-
lng tool abruptly so some provision
ls usually made for clearance at the
end of the cut. In Fig. 232 a h.ole
has been rlrllled ln the end of the
shaft, and in Ftg. 233 a neck or
groove has been cut around the shaft.
The groove is preferable as the lathe
must be run very slowly in order to
obtain satisfactory results with the
tlrilletl hole.

Cutting a Left Hand Screw Thread
A left hand screw is one that

turns counter-clockwise when ad-
vancing (looking at head ot screw)
as shown ln Flg. 235. This is

a.

Use of Thrcad Dial Indicator
The thread dial indicator, shown in Fie.237.

is used to save time, especially when cutting
long screw threads. When the lathe is set uo
for cutting screw threads, the thread dial indi-
cates the relative position of the lead screw,
spindle, and carriage of the lathe. This permits
dis-engaging the half-nuts from the lead screw
at the end of a cut, returning the carriage
quickly to the starting point by hand without
reversing the lathe spindle, and re-engaging
the half-nuts with the lead screw at a point
which will assure the tool following exaetly in
the original cut.

The gear on the lower end of the thread dial
shaft meshes with the lead screw and any
movement of the carriage or lead screw is
shown by a corresponding movement of the
graduated dial at the top. Provided the thread
is started when a numbered graduation on the

FiC. 231. Adjucting Point of Threadini
Tool to Conform with Thread

FiE" 232. Finieh End oI Thread with
45' Chamfer

Fig. 235. A Left
Hand Screw Ad-
vanoeB When
Turned Couotor

clockwiee

Fis- 237. Thrcad Diel In-
dicator Attachcd to Lttho

Carriage

Fis. 238, Usini a Small Brosh to Applt
Oil When Cuttlng Screw Threds
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Just the opposite of a right hand screw. Left hand
threads are used for the cross feed screws of lathes,
the left hand end of axles for automobiles and
wagons, one end of a turnbuckle, some pipe threads,
etc.

In cutting left hantl screw threads the lathe is set
up exactly the same as for cutting rlght hand screw
threads, except that the lathe must be arranged to
leed the tool from left to right, instead of from right
to left, when the splndle is revolving torward.

dial coincides with the witness mark on the frame. the points at which the
half-nuts may be engaged for successive cuts will be indicated as follows:

For all even numbered threads, close the half-nuts at any
line on the dial, or each |/6 revolution.

For all odd numbered threads, close the half-nuts at any
numbered line on the dial, or each /a revolution.

For all threads involving one-half of a thread in each inch,
such as ll/2, close the half-nuts at any odd numbered line.
or each tl revolution.

For all threads involving one-fourth of a thread in each
inch, such as 4t/a, return to the original starting point before
closing the half-nuts.

Metric Thread Dial lndicator
Because metric threads are measured in mm pitch (the distance the

thread advances each turn) instead of in threads per unit of measure-
ment as is done in the English sys-
tem, the thread dial indicator is a
little more complicated. A special
thread dial indicator is required for
cutting metric screw threads. See
page 85.

Use Oil When Cutting
Threads in Steel

Lard oll (or machlne oil) should
be used when cutting screw threads
in steel in order to produce a
smooth thread. If oil is not used,
a very rough flnlsh will be caused
by tearing of the steel by the cut-
ting tool,

The oil should be applied gener-
ously preceding each cut. A small
paint brush ls ldeal for applying
the oil when cuttlng external screw
threads, as illustrated in Fig. 238.

Fid. 233, Finiching End ol Thread with
ForminS Tool

Fi,6. 234. A LeIt Hand Screw Threcd

\
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Tapered Screw Ttreadr

Tapered Bcrew threads such as
plpe threads may be cut wlth the
atd of a taper attachment, ag
Bhown in Fis. 239, or by setting
over the tailstock ofr center, as
shown in Fig. 240.

Retardless of whlch method ls
used, lt ls important that the
thread tool is set square wlth the
stralght portlon of the work, as
Bhown ln Flgs. 239 and 240 anil
not to the tapered portlon. The
angl€ of the sides of the thread
wlll be incorrect lf the tool is Dot
set as shown.

Square Screw Threade

Square threads are used for
vise icrews, jack screws, etc. The
sides of the tool for cutting square
threads should be ground at an
angle to conJorm with the helix
angle of the thread, as shown in
Fig.24L.

To deternlne the helk angle
of a screw thread, draw llne
A-C2 equal to the clrcumference of the threatl to be cut. Draw llne
C2-C equal to the lead ol the thread and. at rlght angles to line A-C2.
Oomplete the triangle by drawing line A-C. Angle B ln the triangle ls
the helir angle of the thread. The sldes of the tool E and E'should
be glven a little clear-
ance.

The wltlth of the cut-
tlng edge of the tool
for cutting gquare screw
threads is exactly one-
half the pitch, but the
wl<lth of the tool for
threatllng the uut shoultl
be from one thousandth
to three thousandths ol
au lnch larger, to permlt
a lre€ fit on the screw. Fit 24l. Tool lor Cuttini Squro Thradr

FORMUI,A
1

P:Pttch: N;Thllr.-
Per In

D=Depth=Pr.600
tr .=Sprce=Px.6(X)

Fil,. 239. Cuttint Tapercd Thradr wit!
TaDef Attaohment

n 
"a,

similar to a square thread in
that they are flat, the sides of the thread have a
29" included angle, as shown in Fie.24B.

The method of setting a Threading Tool for
cutting an Acme Thread is shown in F.is. 244.

Acme Screw Threadr
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FORMULA

1
P: Pitch =No. 

rtro". p"" rr"
D = Depth = tk P *.010 In.
F : I ' lat =.3707 P
C: Flat=.370? P - .0062 In.

Acme screw threads are
used for the feed screws and
adjusting screws of machine
tools and machinery of all
kinds. Acme threads are
preferable to square threads
because they are easier to
cut.

'While the top and the
bottom of the threads are

Fit 243. Acms Screw Thread Form

D

U

29" lVorm Ttread
(Brcm & SharDe)

X'ORMUI,A

1
D-D:+^L---

-  No. Th'ds. Per I lL

D = Depth -  .6866 P

l' = Flat -- .31 P

C = tr'Iat= ,335 P Fig.24S. 29' Worm Thread Form

A 29o 'Worm Thread. snoufd not be confused with the Acme Stand-
ard. Thread because lt difrers in the depth of the thread, the width of
the top of the tooth and the width of the bottom of the tooth, as
shown above.

Whitworth Thread

FORMUI.A

e - rrtcrr -55-qo"3"t 1,"!-.
D:Depth=P x,6403

R =Radius=.1373xP
Fi€. 246. Whitworth Screw Thread Fom

The Whitworth thread form is used mostly in England. Great care
is required in grinding the thread tool so that it will produce the radius
at the top and bottom of the thread.

Fit 240. Cuttin! Trpored Tbrmdr ritb
Trilrtook CGEt€r Sot OYer

PJ

Fi* 212.

\

Daitn rnd Proportiont of Squaro Scrm Tf,radr
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Metric and English Transposing Gears
\Mhen it is desired to cut both

Englieh and metric screw threads on
the same lathe, transposing gears are
required.

English transposing gears are usc I
for cutting English screw threads 01
lathes having metric lead screws.
Metric transposing gears are used for
eutting metric screw threads on latheg
having English lead screws.

The form of the, metric thread ls
similar to the American National
Screw Thread form, having a 60. in-
cluded angle and a f lat at the top of
the thread, but a small  radius at the
root of the thread provides greater
clearance. (See X' iS. 250.)

Metric Lathe with Metric Lead Screw
Metric lathes equipped with metric read screws are preferable in

locations where metric screw threads are used exclusively. The metric
lathe is identical with the English lathe, except that the lead screw,
cross-feed screw and compound rest screw have metric threads, end
all  graduations are in the metric system.

Metric lathes are made in both the Standard Change Gear and
Quick Change Gear types. it{etric euick Change Gear Lithes have a
quick change gear box which permits cuttint a wide range of metric
screw threads and feeds, as listed on the lndex chart, which is illus-
trated below in Fig. 253. Metric Standard Change Gear Lathes have
a similar range of metric screw threads and feeds.

85

Left-Fle. 248
Indet Chrr t
ShowtnE EoE-
l lch Threads
Cut oq Metrlc
Lathe wlth
Eoglbh Ttaas-

Doslql Geds

Rleht-  Frg.
249 Inder
Chart ahowlng
Metrlc Threade
Cut on Eqg-
llsh Lathe wtth

Metrlc Trans-
freslne Gears

FOBMULA
kPltch in MM
D:Depth of Engag:e-

ment:P x.6495
II:DePth of Thread

:P x.6945
Elvlaximum Raclius

:P x.0633
P

tr!-Flat:-
8

Fic. 253. Inder chert *".-tto#*"r6tf"Il:"A1""."1u.,i:* on r g-ireh Swing Metric

Metric Thread
Dial Indicator

The thread dial used
for cutting metric screw
threads on lathes equipped
with metric lead screws is
shown in Fig.254. To pro-
vide for the various pitches
of metric threads, several
gears having di f ferent
numbers of  teeth are
mounted on the lower end
of the shaft. The vertical
position of the thread dial
indicator is changed as
required so that the cor-
rect gear for the pitch
of the thread to be cut will
mesh with the lead screw.

Each graduation on the
dial is marked with a let-
ter which indicates the points at whieh the half-
nuts may be engaged for certain threads. A chart
(Fig. 254A) is supplied with the thread dial to
show which gear and which graduations must be
used for each pitch of metric screw thread,

Fis- 254. Metric Thread
Dial fndicator

Fic. 25{4. Index Chert
for Metric Thred Dirl

Ele. AJ. Lqthe Equ_lprrcd wtt!
I ranalloatng Geata

Fle.25r. 2.5 6.8. pttch Merdo
Sgq ThreAd

\

ft!. 260. IntcrDrtlonol Stsndsrd Metrlc Screw
Threrd For
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Cutting Multiplc Screw Ttreade

A multiple thread having two
grooves is known as a double
thread, three threads a triple
thread, etc. (See Fig. 255.) The
pitch and lead of a multiple thread
should not be confused. The pitch
ls the distance from a point on
one thread to the corresponding
point otr the next thread, while
the lead is the distance a screw
thread ad.vances in one turn.

When cutting multiple threads
lu the lathe the first thread is cut
to the desired depth. The work
is then revolved part of a turn,
and the second thread cut, etc.
In order to obtain an exact spacing it is advisable to mill as many
equally spaced slots in the face plate for the lathe dog as there are
mult iple threads to be cut. X'or a double thread, two slots; a tr iple
thread, three slots, etc. If it is not convenient to cut slots in the face
plate, equally spaced studs may be attached to the face plate and a
straight tail lathe dog used.

Another method for in-
dexing the work when cut-
ting multiple threads is to
disengage the change gears
after the frst thread has
been completed and turn
the spindle to the required
position fol starting the
next cuc.

Cutting Threads with
Die in Tailstock

A die may be mounted
on tailstock of lathe for
cutting screw threads, as
shown in Fig. 256. A lathe
tool may also be mounted
in the tool post for turn-
ing operations or for cut-
ting-off if desired. This
method is often used for
threading a large number
of small pieces.

A die may be mounted
on lathe carriage for cut-
t ing screw threads, as
shown in Fig. 257. The
lead screw and half nuts
are used to feed the die so
that threads with a perfect
lead are obtained.

Fid. 255. A Multiple Screw Tbread Haviall
Two Grooves (Double Thread)

Fi4.256. Die Mounted in Tailstock oI Lathe lor
Threadiof Studa

FiE. 257, Die Mounted on Lathe Carriage for Cuttin,
Accurate Screw Threads

Chapter XI

SPECIAT CLASSES OF \TORK

There are many special classes of lathe work such as knurling,
ffllng, polishing, coil winding, etc. The most important are illustrated
and describetl briefly on the followlng pages.

Knurling

I{nurling is the process of embosslng the surface of a piece of work
ln the lathe with a knurling tool
(Fig. 258) in the tool post of
the lathe.

Three examples of knurling
on a piece of steel are shown in
Fig. 259. The pattern of the
knurl is alike in all three cases
but is of difrerent grad.es, coarse,
medium and fine.

For all knurling operations
the lathe should be arranged for
the slowest back geared speed.
After starting the lathe force
the knurling tool slowly into the
work at the right end until the
knurl reaches a depth of about
# in. Then engage the longitu-
dinal feed of the carriage and
let the knurling tool feed across
the face of the work. Plenty of
oil should be used on the work
during this operation.

When the left end of knurl
roller has reached the end of
work, reverse the lathe spindle
atrd let the knurling tool feed
back to the starting point. Do
not remove the knurling tool
from the impression but force lt
lnto the work another ft in., and
let it feed back across the face
of the work. Repeat this opera-
tion until the knurllng is finished. Fid. 260. Kaurlind e Steel Piece in the Lothd

8?

COARSE MEDIUM FINE
FiC. 259. Samplo of Knurlinl

Fi!. 258. Kaurlind Tool lor Latle
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Machining Work on the Face Ptate

__ Before Tounting a_ face plate- on the sBindle nose of the lathe, all
dirt and chips should be removed from the threaded hole. Also ciean
the thread and the shoulder on the spindle nose because any dirt, chiBs
or burrs will prevent the face plate from running true.

oil the threads of the spindle so that the face plate will screw on
easily and can be easily removed. If it seems difficult to screw on the
face plate, unscrew the Blate, remove the d.irt, burrs, etc., aod t.y
agaiD. The face plate hub should screw tight aEainst the shoulder oi

shoulder suddenly as this makes
removal difficult.

The face plate is especially
valuable in tool room work for
machining holes in tools and jigs.
In this class of work the holes
must be accurately spaced, with
an allowance usually not more
than .001 of an inch.

Clamping Work on Face Plate

Some care should be exercised
when clamping work on the face
plate so that neither the work nor
the face plate will be sprung. A
piece of paper placed between the
face plate and the work will re-
duce the danger of the work
slipping. Balance weights should
be used as shown in Fie. 264.

Centering the Work

A center indicator may be
used, as shown in Fig. 263, for
accurately locating work on the
face plate for drilling and boring.
A dial indicator may also be used,
as shown in Fig. 264.

Fie.262. Boring g Brackct with an AnEle
Plate Attached to the Fsce Platr 

-

Fie.264. Locating Work on the Face Plsta
witb a Dial Indicstor

Filing and Polishing

All tool marks can be re-
moved and a smooth, bright f inish
obtained on the surface of a Biece
of work by f i l ing and pol ishing, as
shown in Figs.  265 and 266.

Use a flne mill flIe and file
with the lathe running at a speed
so that the work wil l  make two
or three revolut ions for each
stroke of the flle. X'ile just enough
to obtain a smooth surface. I f  too
much f i l ing is done the work v/ i l l
be uneven and inaccurate.  See
page 119.

Keep the left  elbow high and
the sleeves rol led up so there wil l
be no danger from the lathe dog.

Keep the file clean and f ree
from chips, using a f l Ie card fre-
qu-ently.

A very smooth, bright finish
may be obtained by pol ishing with
several grades of emery cloth
after fiIing. Use oil on the emery
cloth and run the lathe at high
speed. Be careful not to let the
emery cloth wrap around the re-
volving work.

Lapping
Hardened gauges, bushings

and bearings are often finished in
the lathe by lapping, as shown in
Fig. 267. Emery cloth, emery dust
and oil, diamond dust and other
abrasives are used. Usually the
Iathe spindle is operated at high
speed. See page 119.

The lap may be very simple,
consist ing of a str ip of emery
cloth attached to a shaft, or lt
may be elaborately constructeil of
lead, copper, cast iron, etc. Some
very fine and precise rvork may be
accomplished by careful lapping.

Fie,265. Fi l ing to Remove Tool  Marks

Ei,g. 266. Polishing with Emery
oi l

Cloth ond
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ttre spindle but the face plate
ghould not be spun up to the

Fi6. 261, Borinf an Eccentric Hole on the
Face Plate of the Latho

FiC. 267. Lapping the Inside of a Hardened
Steel  BusbinC with Emery Dust and Oi l

sAW CUT

aRoovES 7r2 DEE?
reetR 2a PEP FOOT

\

Rit" 263. Centering \[ork on the Face
Plate with I Ceoter fndicator FiC; 268. A Cast Iron Lap for Bmery Dust
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Winding Coils in the Lathe
The unusually wide range of

positive power longitudinal feeds
available on the lathe make it an
ideal machine for winding electri-
cal coils of all kinds. A revolution
counter may be attached to regis-
ter the number of turns, as shown
in Fig. 273. Speclal gearing may
be obtained for odd leads not in
the usual thread cutting range of
the lathe. Any type of coil form
or wire guide required may be
used.

Spring Winding
Coil  springs of al l  kinds may

be wound on the lathe, as shown
in Fig. 274. Special mandrels are
used for irregular shaped springs.
The lead screw and half nuts of
the lathe are usually used to ob-
tain a uniform lead so that the
coils are all equally spaced.

Boring Work Mounted on Lathe Carriage

Large work may be mounted
on the lathe carriage for borin8,
as shown in Fig. 277.

The boring bar is held between
centers and driven by a lathe dog.
The work is clamped to the top
of the lathe saddle and is fed to
the tool by the power longitudinal
feed of the carriage.

Several good types of boring
bars for this class of work are
shown in Figs.  275, 276, and 278.

Fie.269. A Steel Lathe Mandrel

Machining Work on a Lathe Mandrel

Cyl indr ical  work that  has been bored and reamed in a chuck is
usual ly fur ther machined on a mandrel  between the lathe centers.  as
shown in t r ' igs.  270 and,271. The mandrel  is  s l ight ly tapered and must
be dr iven into the hole t ight  enough so that the work wi l l  not  s l ip on
the mandrel while it is being machined.

Large diameter work such as pul leys should be dr iven with a pin
or driver attached to the lathe face plate if it can be arranged as this
will eliminate possibility of the
work sl ipping on the mandrel.

Before driving the mandrel
into the hole in the work, oi l  both
the mandrel and the hole so that
the work will be easy to remoYe
frorn the mandrel. If there is no
Iubricant on the mandrel i t  may
"freeze" in the work, in which
case it cannot be driven out with-
out ruining both the work and the
mandrel.

In driving a mandrel out of a
piece of work be sure that it is
driven in the opposite direct ion
from that which it entered the
work.

Standard lathe mandrels can
be purchased in the various sizes.
These mandrels are hardened and
tempered and the surface that re-
ceives the work is ground. usually
to a taper of about .006 in. per
foot.

In the case of special jobs hav-
ing odd diameter holes, a soft
mandrel may be used, turning and
filing it to the proper diameter
and tapered for a driving flt in
the hole in the work. See page 102.

Special Mandrels
Special types of mandrels are

often used for special classes of
work. A nut mandrel for flnish-
ing the outside diameter of gear
blanks is shown in Fig. 272. E.x-
pansion mandrels of various types
are also available and are used
where there is considerable varia-
tion in hole sizes.

Fig. 271. Finishin€ a Bushing on a Mandrel

Fig.275. Boring Bar with FLy Cutter

FiEf. 276. Boring Bar with Boring IIed

Fis. 273. Winding a Coil

Fi9.271. Winding a Spring

Fi9.270. Turning a Pulley on a Mandrel

I.ig.277. Boring on the Lathe Caniags

\

Fi6. 272. Nfi Mandrel lor Finishing Gear
Blanks Fiet. 278. Boring Ber for Sizing the Hole
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Use of the Steady Rest
(Center Rest)

The steady rest (or center rest)
is used to support long slender
shafts as shown in Fig. 280, or to
support the outer end of shafts or
spindles for drilling, facing, boring
and similar operations as shown in
Fig. 281. A steady rest with rec-
tangular jaws is shown in Fig.279.
An improved steady rest with tele-
scoping jaws is shown in Fig. 280.

To mount work in the steady
rest, first clamp the open steady
rest on the bed as shown in Fig.
279, then mount the work in the
lathe, Close and lock the top por-
tion of the steady rest. The jaws
may then be adjusted to the work,
which should be round and smooth
at point of contact. CareJul ad-
justment is necessary, as all three

For drilling, boring, and simi-
lar operations, one end of the work
may be held in the chuck as shown
in Figs. 281 and 282. However, for
fine. accurate work most mechanics
prefer to mount the left end of the
work on the headstock center as
shown in Fig. 283. To do this, the
face plate is first unscrewed several
turns. The work with lathe dog at-
tached is then tied securely to the
face plate with strong rawhide belt
lacing, and the face plate is screwed
onto the spindle. This tightens the
lacing on the work and holds it
firmly against the center point,

t.

The Use of the Follower Rest

The follower rest is attached to
the saddle of the lathe to support
work of small diameter that is
liable to spring away from the cut-
ting tool. The adjustable jaws of
the follower rest bear directly on
the finished diameter of the work,
as shown in Figs. 284 and 285. As
the tool feeds along the work, the
follower rest being attached to the
saddle travels with the tool.

For the machining of small
shafts in quantity, small rollers are
sometimes substituted for the rigid adjust-
able jaws, and the device is then known as
the roller bearing follower rest.

The application of both the steady rest
and follower rest at the same time is shown
in Fig. 286. The shaft to be machined, while
very small in diameter is of considerable
length, and in order to do an accurate job it
is necessary to support the shaft with both
the steady rest and follower rest.
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Fig:. 285. Follower Best Mounteil oD'
L&the Saitiile

{iq., 286.- qsi-Ts Both the Sterdy
Iiest and Followcr Rest to Sup-_

port a Long Slcnder Shaft -

Ftg. 2E3. Work Mounteil on Center &ral
Supporteal by Steealy Best

tr.tg, 284. Threaailng r Loug Slenrter Sh&ft
with the Ald of a Follower Best

Fig. 2?9. Steaily Rest Mounteil on L&tho
Bcd wlth Top Ope! to Beceive Wort

Ftg. 280, Telescoping J&w Stesaly Best
with Jaws Aaljusteal to Support Work

Fig. 281. Cuttlng an Intemal Screw
Threaal with Work Supported in Ste&aly

Best

Fig. 242. Tlork Mounteil In Chuck slal
Supporteal by Ste&ily Best

L
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F19.287. l6-lnch South Bend@ Turret Lathe wlth Power Feed Bed Turret

Turret Lather for Manufacturing

Turret Lathes are designed for the efficient production of duplicate
parts. They are equipp€d with a power feed or hand lever feed tulret
having six faces, with automatic indexing and individual stop for each
face. Cutting tools may be mounted in each of the six turret faces and
indexed into position as required for performing various operations.

Turret lathes are usually equipped with either screw feed or hand
lever operated double tool rest on the carriage cross slide. This permits
using front and back tools for turning, facing, cutt ing off,  and similar
operations. A four-way turreL tool post may be used on the cross slide.

Fig.288. lG. inch SoutI  Bend Turret  Lathe with Hand-
lcver Operated Bed Turret
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Fic, 289, Toling on Turret Lathe Fig. 290. Eandlever Bed Turret

Fig.291. Square Turret T@l Block Fis. 292. Fandlever Tailstock

Fig. 293. Eandlever Double Tool Rest Fig. 294. Multiple Tool Block

Fig.295. Two Tools Cutting Simultanouly
on a Piee of Work

Fis. 29G. ,4.n Irresular Shaped piee Eetil
m a lwo-Jaw Chuck
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Mi[ing in ttre Lathe

The Milling and Keyway Cutting AL
tachment illustrated in Figs. 298 and 300
will take care of a great deal of milling
in the small shop that does not have
enough work to install an expensive mill-
ing maehine.

The cut is controlled by the hand wheel
of the lathe carriage, the cross feed screw
of the lathe and the vertical adjusting
screw at the top of the milling attachment.

AU mi[ing cuts should be taken with
the rotation of the cutter against the
direction of the feed, shown in I'is, 297.

Standard Keyways

The recognized standards for the
depth and witlth of keyways in Pul-
leys, gears, etc. are shown in X'ie. 30L
and the tabulation below. The same
sBeciflcations are used for the depth
antl width of keyways in shafts,

The key should fit snugly in the
keyway but must not be too tight.
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Cutting Gearr on the Lathe

The gear cuttlng attachment for the
lathe, shown in Fig. 302, will cut spur
and bevel gears of all kinds. It will do
graduating and milling, external key
seating, euttlng at angles, splining, slot-
tlng and all regular dividing head milllng
work.

This attachment is practical for'
cutting small gears and for milling small
light work of various kiDds on the screw
cutting lathe.

The clivtding heail construction ls
based on the principle of interchangeable
gears, the same as regularly used on gear
cutting machines. The index plate shows
the proper gears to use for divisions from
2 to 360.

Turning Wood, Fiber, and Plagtics
Turning wood in a metal rvorking lathe is a very simple matter.

Spur and cup centers are substi tuted for the 60'centers, a hand rest
is attached and the lathe is ready for wood turning.

Special pulleys may be used.
on the motor and countershaft
to provide a series of high
spindle speeds for wood turn-
ing, in addition to the regular
speeds fgr metal work.

Other materials may be ma-
chined as well. Alabaster, Cat-
alin, Bakelite, fiber and other
plastics, synthetic resins, etc.,
may be turned and polished
with complete satisfaction.

Fis. 30t.
Epur Ccnter

Ftc. 800.
CtD Centcr

Fig, 298. Millint e Standsrd
Keyway in a Shaft

Fig. 301. Standard Keyway Dimeaeionr

f
li
I

[,
i j

ll
It

FiA, 297. Direction of Feed
lor Milling Operations

Fig.302. Gear Cutting Attachment

trrs. 303. Cutting s Gear on rt
Latho

FiC. 299. An AssortEent ol Milling Cutters aa{ Arbore Fic. 300. l\IillinS e woodrufi
Keywsy in a Sholt

le Fig. 304. f,and Rest

Flc. 802 Wood Tumlng in a lfietol Worklng
Lathe

\
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Ten in One Tool Holder
The Ten in One Tool Holder replaces

the conventional tool post and various
tool holders ordinarily used for gen-

of the Ten in One Tool Holder on vari-
ous types of operations is shown in Fig.
308, and in the illustrations below.

Fig. 308. Teo in One Tol Holder

Approximate
Cutting

Speed F.P.M.
AISI

Number
Machimbility

Rating

Approximate
Cutting

Speed F.P.M.

Machimbility of Various Grades of Steel
The machinability or free cutting quality of steel varies with the

chemical analysis and the physical processes employed in its manufacture.
The machinability ratings of popular grades of steel are listed in the
table below. These ratings have been calculated to show the per cent
of the relative cutting speeds based on a machinability rating of 100
for Bessemer Screw Steel No. 81112. The table shows the approximate
cutting speeds in surface feet per minute for high speed steel cutting
tools on average work. Higher or lower cutting speeds may be found more
practical, depending on the cutting tool used, the rate of feed, the depth of
Zut, and the type of operation performed. See also pages 36 and 50.

AISI
Number Rating

B1111
81112
Br113
cr 117
c11r8
c1119
c1137
c1141
c1141E
c7r44
c1010f
c1017
c1019
c1020
cr030
c1035
c1040
c1045

2330#
2340*

IDD

r65
225
150
150
165
t20
115

125
t20
120
130
120
115
115
105
95

115
VD

3130x
3135*
3140*
4130*
4140*
4620
5120
5130
6140r
6r20
8620
8630*
8640+
8650*
8720
8740*

89310*
E9315*
E9317*

9763*

120
I  IO

110
120
110
110
725

115
95

1r0
r20
110
100
110
110
85
80
80
90

94
100
136
91
91

100
72
70
81
/o

" i ;
7a

70
70
64

70

72

66
72
66
oo
76

70
ol

66
72
66
60
66
66

' I4S
49
54

\

*Amealed tlight Feeds

a.

Micrometer Carriage Stop
The micrometer carriage

stop consists of a micrometer
spindle mounted in a clamp
which may be securely locked
onto the front Y-way of the
lathe bed, as shown in F ig.
310. A lock screw is provided
for locking the spindle at any
point.

The micrometer carriage stop
is used for facing shoulders to
an exact length. It is convenient
for many production operations
and is usually included in the
equipment of all toolroom lathes.

Four Position Carriage Stop
Much time can be saved in posi-

tioning the cutting tool for repetitive
operations, by using the four position
carriage stop shown in Fig. 311. It
clamps onto the V-ways of the lathe
bed. much the same as the micro-
meter stop. Each of the four adjusL
able stop screws may be set for a
different tool position, and may be
revolved into position to locate the
carriage for each of four successive

Fig. 311. Four Poeition Carriase Stap

EiE 312. Metric Grodu-
ated Collar

FiC. 313. Taper At-
tachment with Metrio

Graduations
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cuts. This attachment is especially desirable for
spacing shoulders in shafts and similaroperations.

Metric Graduated Collars
Metri6 cross-feed screw, metTic compound

rest screw and metric traduated collars are sup-
plied on lathes that are to be used exclusively
for working in the metric st'stem.

The metrlc graduated collars read in tenths
of a millimeter and are adJustable so that they
may be set at zero whenever deslred.

Metric Graduations on Taper Attachment
Taper attachments on lathes that are to be userl

for cuttlng tapers in the metric system are equipped
with graduations reading in the metric system.
Usually these graduations read in millimeters per
centimeter and are in addition to the regular
graduations.

MeEic Graduations on Tailstock Spindle
The tailstock spindle of the lathe may be

graduated in centimeters, as shown in Fig. 314.' ,
The graduations are to aid in drilling accur- i
ately to the required depth. 1

FiC. 310, Micrometer Carriage Stop
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Diamond Dres3er for Truing Grinding \ilheel
The grinding wheel must be balanced and

must be dressed with a diamond dresser if a
smooth, accurate ground fnish is to be obtained.
The grlncling wheel must be dressed frequently
as lt ls used to keep it true and free from particles
of metal which become embedded in the periphery
of the wheel.

The diamond dresser consists of a small in-
tlustrlal diamond mounted in a steel shank, as
Bhown in I'ig. 318. The dresser must be rigidly
supported in a flxture for truing the grinding
wheel, as shown in Fis. 317.

The diamontl point of the dresser
should be placed on center, or slightly
below center and the revolving grlnding
wheel passed back and forth across the
diamond. Remove about .001 in. from
the wheel at each cut and dress the
wheel Just enough to make it run true.

Grinding Hardened Steel Parts
Hardened steel parts should be care-

lully ground in order to produce a
smooth, accurate flnish. The part should
be machined to within a few thou-
sandths of the flnished size before it ls
hardened. After hardening, all scale
should be removed before srindine.
Remove only a few thousandthJat eadh
pass of the grinding wheel for if the
part is ground too fast it may become
overheate$ and warp, or the temper
may oe orawn.

Sharpening Reamers and Cutterr
Reamerg and milling cutters may be

sharpened by grinding in the lathe, as
shown in Figs. 320, 921 and 322, Some
reamers are flrst clrcular ground, then
relieved by grindlng with a tooth rest
set slightly below center, as shown in
FiS.320, leaving a land.002 in.  to
.005 in. wide. Other reamers and most
milling cutters are ground with about
2o relief.

Fic.  317. Truin!  e
Grinding Wheel with a

Diamond Dresser

ffi

@
Fi6. 318. Diamond Dregser

Fi$. 320. Grindin{ Clearanse on
Millind Cutter
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Grinding in the Lathe

When equipped with a
good electric grinding at-
tachment the lathe can be
used for sharpening ream-
ers and mil l ing cutters,
grinding hardened bush-
ings and shafts and many
other grinding operations.

The V-ways of the lathe
bed should be covered with
a heavy cloth or canvas to
protect them from dust
and grit from the grinding
wheel, and the lathe spindle
bearings should also be

A large, powerful grinder is most satisfactory for external grinding,
The wheel should be at least four inches in diameter and the grinder
should be mounted direct on the compound rest of the lathe, as shown
in Fig. 315.
Internal Grinding

For grinding the in-
side of hardened drill jig
bushings and other inter-
nal grinding, a high speed
internal grinding attach-
ment is used.

Fig. 315A shows an
internal grinding attach-
ment with compound V-
belt drive which provides
a spindle speed of 30,000
r.p.m.

GRINDING WHEELS FOR VARIOUS KINDS OF WORK

Grindin{ a StraiCht Reamer in
the Lathe

Ifrvu'vl'u' ^ 
Durau lfarr vr Fig. 315 External Grinding Attachment

water or oil placed just
below the grinding wheel will collect most of the grit.

Fig. 319. Grinding a Hardeaed Std
Buehir{

Fig. 315A. Inten&l Grinding Attachment

Tabulation shows grade of Norton Grinding Whels.

I(intl of Work tr'inish GrinalRough Grind

57446-K8VB-h;

Rit. 321. 
"tt"Utifl" t"urilnlular 

Cutter in FiE 322,
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Preer Fitr and Running Fitr
Standard tolerances for press fits and running fits, etc., are given in

the tabulations below. The hole is usually made a standard size and the
shaft made the required size for the desired type of fit. The figures
shown in the tabulations below indicate the amount to increase or
decrease the shaft diameter provided a standard hole size is maintained.
The tolerance observed as standard for holes is usually +.000" -.001".

Since working conditions vary a great deal it may sometimes be
advisable.to increase or decrease the allowances shown in the tabula-
tions. For example, the length of the bearing, the material used, and
the speed should all be taken into consideration when calculating the
tolerance for a running fit"

Standard Tolerancea for Prer Fits

Dia. of llole,
in inche

Shaft Dia. More Than
Eole, in inche

Dio. of Eole,
i! inches

Shaft Dia. More Tban
Hole, in inches

How to Make Lattre Mandrele

Before mounting a part on the mandrel, always oil both the inside
of the part and the mandrel. See page 90.

All Dirnenaions Shown in Tabulation Below are in Incheg

Upho%
t4toI
L to2
2tD3
3to4
4ta 5
5to6

+.0004 to +.0006
+.0005 to +.0010
+.00075 to +.0020
+.0015 to +.0030
+.0020 to +.0040
+.0020 to +.0045
+.0030 to +.0050

apb%
)4ta t
I tD2
2tDB
3Io 4
4to5
Stoo

+.0005 to +.001
+.001 to +.003
+.002 to +.004
+.003 to +.006
+.005 to +.008
+.006 to +.010
+.008 to +.012

I

I
\

Standard Tolerancce for Running Fitr

Dia. of Ilole,
in inohe

Sbsft Dia. Les Tban
Holo, in inche

Die. of Eole,
in inchc

Up to )4
rhto t
Ltn2
2tog
3to4
4ta 5
5too

Shsft Di&. I€ss Thrn
Hole, in inches

apl.o rh

%to l -
L+a2
2tnB
3to4
4tn 5
Stoo

-.0005 to -.0010
-.00075 to -.0015
-.0015 io -.0025
-.0020 to -.0025
-.0025 to -.0030
-.0030 to -.0035
-.0035 to -.0040

-.0005 to -.0010
-.0010 to -.0020
-.0020 to -.0030
-.0025 to -.0035
-.0030 to -.0qO
-.0035 to -.0045
-.0040 to -.0050

Dia. of llole,
in inches

Shaft Dio. Lem Than
Holo, in.inche

Dio. of Hole,
in inchee

Bbaft Diu. I€se Th8n
Hole, in inche

-.0005 to -.001
-.m075 to -.0015
-.0015 to -.0025
-.0020 to -.0030
-.0025 to -.0030
-.0025 to -.m35
-.0025 to -.00$

Up to rh,

,4toL
Ltn2
2+ag
8bo4
4to 5
6too

-.m025 to -.m075
-.m05 to -.0010
-.0005 to -.0015
-.0005 to -.0015
-.00075 to -.0020
-.m075 to -.0020
-.m075 to -.fi)20

Up to 26
l4to t
l+a2
2 fog
3to4
4to5
Stoo

Fig. 323. Mudtel for machining work bctwq centcrg in the hthe

Llght Prcs Ftt Hcavy kcu Flt

Spccdr up'to l(XX) r.p.m. Spccdr ovcr l0(Xl r.p.n.

Nomiqal
Diameter

A

Total I Small
I4bsth 

I 
t6u

Luge
End

D

Undercul
Iength

E

Undercut
Dismeter

r'
Center

Drill
G

Reces
for Center

H

widrh
of Flet

w

%
%
%
%
%
%
o/
A6
,4rX6
%

13/(6

%
15/f

1
la
r%
tg6
r%
l%6
t3A
174$
trz

.1870

.2455

.3120

.3745

.4370

.4995

.5620

.6245

.6870

.7495

.8120

.87410

.9370

.9995
1.0615
1.t240
1.1865
t.2490
1.3115
r.374iJ
1.4365
r.4990

382
3%
4
4%
4\42
o
5%
$rh
5%
6
6%
6%
6%

7%
t72
7%
8
8%
8%
8%
I

.1884

.2509

.3136

.3760

.438?

.5014

.561t{)

.6265

.6891

.75r7

.8142

.8764

.9394
1.0020
1.0641
1.1267
1.1889
t.2520
t.3t44
1.3760
l 1396
t.5022

%
%
%
%
%
78
Y8
%
%r%6
%
%r5a

r5,/6
1
I
I
1
L%
r%
r%
r%

rra
r5&
%rra
rs&
r5h
L1h
rsh
%

l t  /
'^6

%r%6
%r%6

I
lN6
r%
l%6
r%
rr{6
t3A
l%6

,&,
%
3.(1

%
%
%
%
3rA

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%6
%1ra

%
tz,
/6

%
%
%
54

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Y8
%
%
%
%

"41Ia,
%
,6
%
%v
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Standard Tolcranccc for Puah Fita Standard Tolcrancce for Slldlng Fltr
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Arrnature Truing
Machining the commutator

of an armature true and un-
der-cutting the mica are two
of the most important jobs in
auto electrical work, and these
Jobs are most easily handled. in
the lathe.

A small lathe equipped for
these jobs is shown in FiS. 330.
The undercutting attachment is
mounted on the lathe in such
a way that it is ready for in-
stant use, yet it does not inter-
fere with turning the com-
mutator.

Refacing Valves
A lathe equipped with a

grinding attachment and a spe-
cial hollow valve chuck for
refacing: valves is shown in
Fig. 331.

Other valve jobs done in
the lathe include: Truing the
valve tappet face and rocker
arm face; makinB valve guide
bushings and valve sear re-
Dlacement, rings, etc.

Finiahing Pistons
Pistons of all sizes and

types can be rough and flnish
turned. in the lathe, as shown
in Fig. 332. The lathe can also
be used for reaming and honing
piston pin holes, cutting oil
grooYes in pistons, remachin-
lng piston ring grooyes, bevel-
lng piston skirts, etc.

Straightening Bent Shafts
With the aid of a piece of

chalk, the high spot on a bent
shaft can easily be located and
marked for straightening as it
revolves between the lathe cen-
ters. The shaft should be re-
moved from the lathe and nlaced
in a press or on an anvil for
straightening.

A dial test indicator mounted
in the tool Dost of the lathe per-
mits testing and straighteiine
shafts to a high degree of ac--
cruacy. See Fig. 337"

FiC. 331, Relacing a Valve by GrindinC in the
Latho

The Lathe in the Auto Service Shop

The Back-Geared Screw Cutting Lathe is frequently called the
t'Universal Tool," and this applies in automotive service vrork as well
as in general industry. Most of the mechanical parts of the automobile,
bus, truck, tractor and airplane are originally made on lathes or in
special machines which are adaptations of the lathe.

A lathe with 9-in, or 10-in. svring is very practical for handling
such jobs as refacing valvesl truing armature commutators and under-
cutting mica; finishing pistons; beveling piston
skirts; reaming piston pin holes; making bush-
ings, bearings and glands; cutting screw threads'
testing and straightening bent shafts, and many
other jobs. Special attachments used on the lathe
greatly increase its versatility.

Fig. 333. Testing o Bent Armature Shaft
in the Lathe

Fi8.330. Utrdercutting an Armature CoEmutator
in the Lathe

Fis. 327. Truing and Undercutting an Armature Commutstor in the Lathe

FiC, 332, Finishin! a Piston iq the Latho

Fi$. 329. Turnin! a Semi-Machincd
Piston to Sizo in a f-in. Latho

Fig. 328. Making a Replacement Bushin{ Com-
plete itr a f-in. Lathe
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Machining Eccentrics
A simple eccentric can be

machined on a straight man-
drel having two sets of center
holes as shown in Fig. 334.
One set of centers is used for
machining the concentric hub
and the other set of centers
is used for machining the
eccentric part.

Crankshaft Turaing

Crankshaft turning is an
adaptation of eccentric ma-
chining. A single throw crank-
shaft mounted in the Iathe
tor machining the throw bear-
ing is shown in Fig. 335. The
adapters attached to each end
of the crankshaft have offset
center holes corresponding to
the throw of the crankshaft.

Truing Crankshaft Bearings

Throw bearings of automo-
bile crankshafts are often worn
out of round or scored and must
be reground. A special crank
oin srindine attachment shown
in FiS. 336, permits truing the
throw bearings without the use
of offset centers, The grinding
wheel travels around with the
throw bearing in such a way
that it will grind the bearing
round and straight. The lathe
spindle must revolve very slowly
(about 10 r.p.m.) while this
tool is being used.

Testing Crankshafts

Crankshafts may be tested
between the lathe centers, as
shown in Fig. 337. The dial
indicator mounted in the tool
post of the lathe reads in
thousandths of an inch and
wlll show exactly how much
the crankshaft is sprung and
will also disclose any out-of-
round condition of the bearing.
Straightening a crankshaft is
a delicate job and should be
attempted only by an ex-
perienced mechanic.

Fig. S34. A Mandrel witll Two Sets of Center
Ilole for Machining an Eccentric

Portable Machine Shop

The portable machine shop shown in Fig. 338 is raptdly gaining in
popularity. This type ot shop is esbecially valuable for service in oil
flelds, construction camps, air ports, army posts, etc,, also for the maln-
tenance of road building equipment and for repairing coDstruction
machinery and equipment on large engineering proJects. The advan-
tate in taking the shop to the job is obvious when the delay and difl-
culty involved in transporting heavy, awkward parts to and from the
shop are taken into consideration.

The equipment of the portable machine shop may be quite com-
plete, consisting of a 16 in. by 8 ft. lathe, a 20-in. drill press, a forge,
anvil, grinder, welding outfit, etc., as shown above, or it may be limited
to a small lathe and a good assortment of small tools. The equipment
will vary with the purpose of the shop and the amount to be invested.

The lathe is the most important of all of the tools in the portable
machine shop because it can be used for so many classes of workl When
equipped with the necessary attachments, the lathe may be used as a
milling machine, gear cutting maehine, grinding machine, drill press, etc.

Regardless of the size of the lathe and other equipment, it is im-
portant that the truck or trailer in which the shop is installed be of
substantial construction with a good solid floor. Provision should be
made for blocking and leveling the floor while the machinery is in use.
All parts must be securely fastened in place so there will be no danger
of damage while the shop is being transported from one location to
another.

Power for operating the lathe and other machinery is usually ob-
tained through a generator installed in such a way that it can be oper-
ated by the truck engine. This same generator also supplies current
for electric lishts to illuminate the shop and also large flood lights
which permit working near the unit after night.

Fi6. 338. A Portable Machiue Shop Built in a Lerle Truck

Fig. 335. A Cmnkshaft Mounted in the Iathe
for Machining the Throw Bmring

Fig. 336. Truing the Throw Bearings of e
Crankshaft by Regrinding in the Lathe

Fig. 337. Testins a Crankehalt in the Lathe

\
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Cutting Speeds for Turning-DrillingTapping With High Speed Steel
Cuttinq TooleCu

Materlal

Turnlng Speeds DrtlltnE Speeds T

Ft. per
Mlnute Lubrlent

Ft. per
Mlnute Lubrlcant

Ft. per
Mlnute Lubrlmt

Aluminum 300-400
Comp. or
Kerogene 200-330

Comp. or
Keroseoe 9G110

Kerorene &
Lard Oil

Braee, leaded 300-700
Dry or
Comp. 200-500 Comp. 150-250

Comp. or
Lt- Bare Oil

Brass, red
and yellow 150-300 Comp. 75-250 Comp 60-150

Como. or
Lt Bam Oil

Bronze, Ieaded 300-700 Comp. 20G500 Comp. 150-260
Comp. or

Lt. Baee Oil

Bronze, phosphor / i- IDU Comp. 50-125 Comp, 30- 60
Comp. or

Lt. Base Oil

Cast Iron 50-110 Dry r00-165 Drv 70- 90 Dry or Comp,

Cast Steel 45- 90 Comp. 35- 45 Comp. 20- 35 Sul. Bre Oil

Copper, Ieaded 300-700 Comp. 200-500 Comp. 150-250 Lt. Base Oil

Copper, electro. 75-150 Comp. 50-125 Comp. 3G. 60 Lt. Base Oil

Chrome Steel oD-lro Comp. 50- 65 Comp. 20- 35 Sul. Bare Oil

Die Castings 225-350
Com-
pound 20G330

Com-
pouud 60- 80

Kerorene &
Lard Oil

Duralumin 275400
Com-
pound 250-375

Com-
pound 9Gr10

Comp. or Ker.
and Lard Oil

Fiber 200-300 Dry t75-275 Dry 80-100 Dry

Machine Steel 715-225 Com-
pound

8G120 Com-
pound

&- 70
Comp.. SuI.
Bme Oil or

Kero. & Para

Malleable Iron 80-130
Dry or
Comp. 8G100

Dry or
Comp. 35- 70

Comp. or
Sul. Bare Oil

Mang. Bronze 150-300 Comp. 75-250 Comp. 60-150 Lt. Bme Oil

Mang. Steel 20- 40 Comp. LS 25 Comp. 10- 20
Comp. or Sul.

Base Oil or
Ker. & Pam

Moly. Steel 100-120 Comp. 50- 65 Comp. 20- 35 Sul. Bare Oil

Monel Meta"i 10G.125 Comp. or
Sul. Base

40- 55 Sul. Base 20- 30 i.Base or Kero.
and Lard OiI

Nickel Silver
l87o

75-150 Comp. 50-125 Comp. 3G 60 rl,Base or Kero.
and Lard Oil

Nickel Silver,
leaded

t50-300 Comp. 75-250 Comp. 60-150 il.Base or Kero.
and Lard Oil

Nickel Steel 85-110
Comp. or
Sul. Base 40- 65

Sul. Base
oil 25- 40

Sul. Base
oit

Plastics, hot-
Bet molded 200-600 Dry 75-300 Drv 40- 54

Dry or
Wator

Rubber, Hard 200-300 Drv 175-275 Dry 80-100 Dry

Stainless Steel 100-150 Sul. Bare 30- 45 Sul. Base 15- 30 Sul. Base

Toot Steel 70-r30 Comp, 5G 65 Comp. 25- 40 rl. Baso or Kero,,
and Lard Oil

Tungsten Steel 70-130 Comp. 50- 65 Comp. 20- 35 Sul. Base

Yanadium Steel E5-r20 Comp. 45- 65 Sul. Base 25- 40 Sul. Base

The above speeds haye been collected from reveral sources and are suggested as practical for average
work. Special conditions my necwitato the ue of higher or lower speeds for maxinum efficiency'

I

a.

Uce of Coolant
Coolants are used exten-

sively in the machining of
steel parts in order to permit
higher cutting speeds, pro-
duce a better finish, and in-
crease tool life. The princiPal
function of a coolant is, as
its name implies, to cool the
work and the cutting tool.
The coolant also facilitates
production by Iubricating the
cutting tool, flushing away
chips, and preventing rust.

Coolant Equipment
Very simple equipment

can sometimes be used effec-
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Fig. 341. Lathe Equipped with Coolant
Fan, Punp, Reservoir, and Piping

tively in applying a coolant.
For example, a small paint brush may be
used as shown in Fig. 238, page 81. An
ordinary oil can is also convenient for
applying a limited amount of coolant. How-
ever, on continuous high speed production
the lathe should be equipped with an oil
pan, coolant pump, and reservoiT as shown
in Fig. 341.

.A,pplication of Coolant
For efrective coolins. it is imnortant Fic. 342. Cmlant Should Make

that the coolant be proplrly applied'to the contact with work where cut'
worK. A rarge sf,ream af, srow verocrry rs ting Action Takes Place

preferable to a small, high velocity stream.
The coolant should make contact with the work at the exact sDot where
the cutting action takes place, not above or to one side of tlie cutting
tool. See Fig. 342.

Types of Coolants
Coolants considered most efrective for various classes of work are

listed in the table on page 108. Each coolant has some qualities which
make it especially desirable for certain applications. The characteristics
of the most popular coolants are as follows:

Lard Oil-One of the old6t and best Soluble Oilg-Mineml oils which have been
cdants, and most expemive. Especially trated . so that thev may be mixed with
gma tor cutting screw threads, drillinc y-"t"^"---?, 

-foru 
an emulsion and provide

Ieep hole, and reaming. P'"-;td*-;;;;l: ?frrT:;Lf":*t"""*r,&T'u"r'#l"Tl;"",ti1fr5fi
lent lubrication, incr@ses tool 

-life, 
and or -mine.it oil,- their lubricating q""tifi*

prcduce a smooth finish on the work. are comparatively por. Theii use is
Prevents rust. usually limited to rough turning opera-

rrrineral Lard oil Mixturerj""j.-T :lI- ll:u;, 
t"n"& 

'i:'.x1n "*"J""4".,,#*fi!--':lLures of lard oil and petroleum-b$e,min- ;"t"i '* i; ih *i"t" *"i i .g.
eral oils are used in l ieu,-of 

lTo- -.1 soda water Mixtures-chapest of all
because they are more fluid, les expensive 

".irf*t", 
soda water mixtur* are very

and are almost as eftetive. efietive for cooling but have piactielli-

Mineral oils-Petroleum base oils com- no ,lubricating 
qualitic and - will caue

poo.a.a wirh _chemicats_ t';p'; il;i; ::'""j*f #'l 
"T","',fI, 

f",-1?Slt%"ToTjli3
lubricating and anti-welding qualities. 

-Les-s "i"ii"ail, 

-r qiiu"i or ra.a oii, t' quart of
expensive than lard oil and mineral oil 

""tf 
*"j, 

".i 
f O gulto"i- oi ir"1"", UoiteO

mixtur€. tog:ether for /2 hour.
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FiC. 3{3. At Left. I l lustration Showin{ Out
side Diameter 8od Pitch Diameter oI Gear Teeth

Fig. 344 Below. Nsmee of Gear Tooth Partr

Information on Gears

The rules and formulas listed below may be used for calculating
the dimensions of involute spur gears.

Dlqmetra,l Pitch-Number of teeth dividetl by pitch diameter, or
3.1416 dividett by circular pitch.

Example: ff a g:ear has 40 teeth and the pitch diameter is 4 in., the
dlametral pitch is 40 tl ividetl by 4, and the aliametral pitch is 1,0, or in other
worals there are 10 teeth to each inch of the pitch alia,meter, and the gea,r
lg 10 diametral pitch.

Olrcula,r Pitch-Distance from center to center of two adJacent
teeth along pitch circle, or 3.1416 divitted by diametral pitch.

Pltch IXa,meter--Number of teeth divirletl by diametral pitch.

Example: If tl)e number of teeth is 40 and the diametral pttch ls 4,
dlvide 40 by 4, anal the quotient, 10, is the pitch aliameter.

Outside lXa,rnetor-Number of teeth plus two dividerl by diametral
pltch.

Iixa,mple: ff the number of teeth ls 40 and the diametral pitch is 4, atlal
2 to the 40, making 42, and. divide by 4; the quotient, L0r7t, is the outside
diameter of gear or blank.

Addondun-l tlivitletl by diametral pitch.

Whole Depth of [ootJr-2.157 tlividecl by diametral pitch.

Thiclmess of Tootlr-1.5708 tlividecl by diametral pitch.

Nunber of Te€th_pitch diameter multiplled by diametral pitch, or
multiBly outside diameter by diametral pitch and subtract 2.

Sixample: If the diameter of the pitch circle is 10 in. and the aliametral
pltch is 4, multtply 10 by 4 and the proaluct, 40, wiU be the number of teeth
ln the gear.

Elxample: If the outside dlameter is 10% antl the diametral pttch is 4,
multiply L|ah by 4 and the product, 42, less 2, or 40,ls the number of teeth.

Center Distance-Total number of teeth in both gears diYided by
two times the diametral pitch.

txample: If the two g:ears have 60 antl 30 teeth respectively, and are
6 pltch. add 60 and 30, making: 80, clivide by 2, and then divltle the quotient'
40, by the diametral pitch, 5, anal the result, 8 in., is the center distance.

l l l

Calculating the Speed and Size of Pulleys

Dlameter of Driving Pulley-1y1n1tiply the diameter of the driven
pulley by its number of revolutions, and divid,e by the number of revo-
lutions of the driver.

Dia,rneter of Driven Pulley-I\{ultiply the diameter of the driving
pulley by i ts number of revolut ions, and divide the product by the
number of revolutions of the drir,en pulley.

Speed of Driveii P[lley-1y1o1tiply the diameter of the driving pulrey
by its number of revolutions, and clivide by the diameter of the driven
pulley.

Speed of Drirdng Pulloy-Multiply the diameter of the driven pulley
by its number of revolutions, and divide by the diameter of the drivint
PuIIey.

The driving pulley is called the driver and the driven pulley is the
driven or fol lower.

R.P.M. indicates the number of revolutions per minute.

Example: Proble6 1.

Given: Speed of the driving pul ley 260 R.P.M. Speed of the driven
pulley 390 R.P.M. Diameter of the driven pul ley 8 in.

To flnd the diameter of the driving pulley.

390X8:3120
3120:260:t2

The diameter of the driving pulley is 12 in.

Width of Pulleys-Pulleys for flat belts should be about 10/e wicler
than the wittth of the belt used.

types of Pulleys-Tryo types of pulleys are used for flat belts, the
crowned. face pulley and the flat face pulley. Crowned Dulleys should
always be used i f  possible, as i t  is the crown that keeps the belt on the
pulley. Flat face pulleys should be used only when it is necessary to
shifi. the belt trom one position on the pulley to another, as in a drum
pulley or a wide faced pulley on a machine used to match a tight and
loose pulley on a countershaft.

Fig. 345. A Pair ol Pulleys lor Flat Belt Drive
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Fifting a Chuclc Plate to a Chuch
Before a chuck can be used on a lathe it must be fitted with a chuck

plate that has been threaded to fit the spindle nose of the lathe. Semi-
machined chuck plates that have been accurately threaded to ft the
lathe spindle can be obtained from the lathe manufacturer.

Mounting Chuck Plate on Spindle
Before screwing the chuck plate on to the spindle nose of the lathe,

clean the threads of the chuck plate aDd the spindle nose thoroughly.
Make sure that there are no chips, burrs or small particles of dirt
lodged in the screw threads, or on face
of hub, and also make sure that the
shoulder on the headstock spindle is
perfectly clean and free from chips or
burrs.

Oil the threads of the headstock
splndle and the chuck plate and screw
the chuck plate onto the spindle nose.
Do not jam the threads tight or it may
be difrcult to remove the chuck plate
after it has been finished.

Finirhing the Flange

tr'irst, machine the face of the
chuck plate, taking one roughing cut
about # in. deep, and then oDe or two
flnishing cuts, remoying not over .001
ln. in the last cut.

Measure the diameter of the recess
ln the back of the chuck carefully with
lnside calipers, and set outside calipers
to correspontl with the inside calipers.
Machine the diameter of the chuck
plate flange very carefully. Take very
Itght finishing cuts and try the chuck
on the chuck plate frequently, as the
chuck plate must flt snugl$ into the
recess in the back of the chuck.

After the chuck plate has been fin-
lshed to fit the recess in the back of
the chuck, remove it from the lathe
splndle and chalk the face of the
flange thoroughly. Place the flange in
the recess in the back of the chuck
and tap lightly on the chuck plate so
that the edge of the bolt holes in the
chuck will mark the location of bolt
holes.

Dritl the holes t in. larger in
diameter than the bolts used to secure
the chuck plate onto the chuck. It is
very important that the bolt holes be
large enough to eliminate all possi-
blltty of the bolts binding.

a.

Hardening and Tempering Lathe Toolr

After a forged lathe tool has been used for
some time, it should be re-forged, hardened and
tempered. If carefully done, this will make the
tool as good as new. Before attempting to harden
and temper the tool, make sure of the kind of
steel from which it is made.

To Distinguieh Carbon Tool Steel

To distinguish carbon tool steel from high
sBeed steel, touch against emery wheel. Carbon
steel gives off a shower of bright yellow sparks;
high speed steel gives ofr a few dark red sparks. Fi!. 349. Hardenin{ a

Lathe Tool

To Harden Carbon Tool Steel

To harden a fr-rrged lathe tool made of carbon tool steel, heat the
end of the tool slowly to a bright cherry red for a distance of at leas[
an inch back of the cutt ing edge; then immerse the point about 1{ in.
deep in cold water, but do not cool the shank. When the point is cool
remove from water, polish the cutting edge with emery cloth and wipe
with oily rag.

The tool is now hardened, and as the heat in the shank passes into
the point it will discolor the polished surface, indicating the amount
the temper is drawn. When a light straw color appears, cool the entire
todl quickly in water and it will have the correct strength and tough-
ness for metal turning.

The mdthorl outlined above may be followed for hardening and
temBering any tool made of carbon tool steel. X.or lrood cutting tools,
taps and dies, draw to a dark straw color. tr'or hatchets, screw drivers,
cold chisels, etc., draw to a brown yellow; for springs dark purple.

Cas Hardening

To case harden a plece of machinery steel, heat the steel to a cherry
red; then remove from flre and apply cyanide of potassium to the sur-
face you wish to case harden. The cyanide will dissolve slowly and be
absorbed by the steel. After the surface has received a thorough coat
of cyanide return the steel to the fire and heat slowly for about one
minute so that the cyanide will be thoroughly absorbed by the steel.
Remove from the f,re and quench in cold water,

How to ,Anneal Tool Steel

Carbon tool steel may be annealed by heating slowly and evenly to a
cherry red and then placlng in a bor of lime or ashes to cool slowly.
The steel should be completely covered and when it ls cooled to room
temperature will be ready for machining,

How to Anneal Brass

Brass that has been hardened through cold working may be annealed
by heatlng to a dull red when held in dark shadow and plunglnt iuto
cold water. Care must be taken not to overheat the brass.

l r3

Fi!. 346. Semi-Mschined Chuck Plato,
Threaded to Fit the Spindle Noso ol

the Lsthe

Fig. 347. Rear View oI the Lsthc
Chuck

FiC. 348. Chuck with Chuck Plate
Attached

\
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Fis. 350. Simple gearing Fig, 351. Conpound gearing

How to Calculate Change Geare for Thread Cutting

If it is necessary to cut a special thread that does not appear on the
index chart of a lathe or if no index chart is available, the gears required
can easily be calculated. All South Bend Lathes are even geared; that
is, the stud g:ear revolves the same number of revolutions as the head-
stock spindle, and when gears of the same size are used on both the lead
screw'and stud, the lead screw and spindle revolve the same number of
revolutions, so it is not necessary to consider the gearing between the
headstock spindle and the stud gear when calculating change gears.

If simple gearing is to be used, as shown in Fig. 350, the ratio of the
num:ber of te€th in the change gears used will be the same as the ratio
between the thread to be cut and the thread on the l,ead screw. For ex-
ample, if 10 threads per inch are to be cut on a lathe having a lead screw
with 6 threads per inch, the ratio of the change gears would be 6 to 10.
These numbers may be multiplied by any common multiplier to obtain the
number of teeth in the change gears that should be used.

Rul+-To calculate change g€ars, multiply the number of threads per
inch to be cut and the number of threads per inch in the lead screw by
the same number.

Example: Problem-To cut 10 threads per ineh on lathe having lead
screw with 6 threads per inch.

Solution- 6 x 8 : 48 - No. of teeth in gear on stud.
10 x 8 = 80 - No. of teeth in gear on lead screw.

If these gears are not to be found in the change gear set, any other
number may be used as a common multiplier, such as 3, 5, 7, etc.

'When compound gearing, as shown in Fig. 351, is used, the ratio of
the compound idler gears must also be taken into consideration, but other-
wise the calculations are the same as for simple gearing. Usually, the
compound idler gear ratio is 2 to 1, so that the threads cut are just twice
the number per inch as when simple gearing is used.

Fig, 351. Conpound gearing
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DECIMAIT XIQIIM]iEN1IS OF FRAOIIONAIT PARTS OF'AIi[ INCE

11.. . . . .3725 f i t : .65625
ll: .328t25 t2: .67L879

+*. . . . .  .6876
t*: .703126

3g :  '?1876
tZ: '734376

Y+'. . . . . . . . .75
t t : .765626

3t : .78L26
gl : .7e68?5

+*. . . . .  .8125
8*:  '828125

e?t :  '84376
*[ : .85e376

i /e. . . . . . . .82b

8{:  '890625
3t :  .90626

8l : .921876
19.. . . .  .e376

gl : .953125
8l  :  .96876

$l :  '984376
1.. . . . . . . .  1.

METRIO AND ENGII,rcE I,IIIEAR MEASIIR,E

The measuring rules shown below are graduateal, in the Metrlc
Bystem and in the Engllsh system, This shows at a glance the com-
parison of the fractions of the Metric and English units, the met€r and
the inch. It will be noticed that one inch is equal to 25.4001 *mm.

Mctric Scelc Graduetcd ln HaU Millincto

/zrm 314ls l6

32
Englirh Scalc Gredurtcd in Thirtyreonde of an Inch

11,21,31

Fi8. 352, Comparison oI Englieh and Metrio Scgles, Actual Sizs

TA-BIJE OFt METR,IO IJINEAR MEASIIR,E

Millimeters : 1 Centimeter 1 Centimeter : .393? inch
Centimeters : 1 Decimeter 1 Decimeter 3.937 inches
Declmeters: lMeter lMeter :39.37 inches

Equlvalents of llfillllmeters ln Dedmals of Inches

10
10
10

#
Y6
Yz
1
2
3
4
o
6
7

mm: .00394 in.  8
mm : .00787 in.  I
I t trrr :  .01969 in. 10
mm : .03937 in.  11
mtr l  : .07874 in.  t2
mm : .11811 in.  13
mm:.15748 in.  t4
mm :.19685 in.  15
mm : .23622 ln. 16
mm : .27559 tn.  t7

mm : .31496 in.
mm :  .35433 in.
mm : .39370 in.
mm :  .4330? in.
mm: .472441n.
mm : .61181 in.
mm: .55118 in.
mm : .59055 in.
mm: .62992 tn.
tnlt l  :  .66929 in.

18 mm : .?0866 tn.
19 mm : .74803 in.
20 mm : .78740 in.
21 mm : .8267? ln.
22 mm: .86614ln.
23 mm : .90551 ln.
24 mm: .94488 ln.
25 mm: .98426 in.
26 mm:1.02362 in.
27 mm: 1.06299 in.
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SHOP KINKS
From ttAmerican Machinist"

A good lubricant for turning, boring and milling alumlnum ls made
of equal parts of lard oil and kerosene. Kerosene alone is also good,
and cheap.

When tlrlllingi or turnint hard steel (not hardeneal steel) ln the
lathe, run slowly and lubricate the tool with turpentine, or turpentlDe
and spirits of camphor.

Retl leacl and graphite are good lubricants for the tail center. On
heavy work, make the countersinks for the center as large as possible
without making the job unsightly.

Probably the hantliest lathe chuck for the Jobbing shop is the four-
Jawetl independent chuck having stepped, reversible Jaws. ltese wlll
hold almost any shaped piece, and hold tt flrmly.

Before complalning that the lathe ls not in line, be Bure that the
bed is carefully leveled up. Don't twlst the lathe betl out of shape by
pulling it down on to an uneven floor with lagscrews, antl then erpect
It to turn stralght.

Squared ends and a uniforn ilepth of lathe center are desirable tor
occurate and economical work. Don't make the mistake of thinking
that any boy can do the centering well enough without Broper instruc-
tion and supervision.

A little square of mica with a tin rlm makes a good chip guard
wheD turning brass. A slmple wlre sprlng clip can be fastened to the
tln rim so that tJre guard can be readily fastened to or detached from
the tool or tool post.

If a #-tn. slot ls made on the top of the tail center running from
the polnt back to a little beyond the large part of the conlcal end, the
Genter can be oiled without slacklng it back. This is better than grinrl-
lng half the coDical eDd away.

The lntlicator, of the dial variety, is an extremely hanrly tool
a,round the eDtlne lathe, particularly if accurate work ls to be done.
Don't get the ldea that this is an unnecessary frill, but get accustomed
to using it if you wish to become an accurate workman.

Univereal lathe chucks are very convenient to have in the shop but
Gan rarely be depended on to run true if accuracy is desired. They
tnay be plenty good enough for a large proportion of the work to be
rlone, but accurate work demands separate adjustment of the jaws.

The lathe centers should. be well cared for, the polnt ground ln
place, if possible, and always put into place in the same position. Tbis
may sound finicky but it is the only way to produce accurate work.
Don't make the mlstake of using a lathe center elther for a hammer
or a center punch.

DON'TS FOR MACHINISTS
From "Machinery"

Don't run a lathe with the belt too loose.
Don't run the point of your lathe tool into the mandrel.
Don't rap the chips out of your file on the lathe shears.
Don't set a lathe tool below the center for external work.
Don't start up a lathe without seeing that the tail stock spindle ia

locked.
Don't put an arbor or shaft on lathe centers without lubricant on them.

Don't leave too much stock on a piece of work to take ofi with the
finishing cut.

Don't try a steel gauge or an expensive caliper on a shaft while it is
runnrng.

Don't put a mandrel into a newly bored hole without a lubricant of
some kind on it.

Don't put a piece of work on centers unless you know that the interaal
centers are clean.

Don't try to straighten a shaft on lathe centers, and expect that the
centeis will run true afterwards.

Don't put a piece of work on lathe centers unless you know that all
your centers are at the same angles.

Don't take a lathe center out of its socket without having a witness
mark on it, and put it back again according to the mark.

Don't start polishing a shaft on lathe centers without hayltS it loose
enough to allow fbr the expansion by heat from the polishing proces$

Don't run your lathe tool into the faceplate.
Don't try to knurl a piece of work without oiling it.
Don't run a lathe an instant after the center begins to squeal.
Don't forget to oil your machine every morning; it works better.
Don't forget that a fairly good center-punch may be made from a piece

of round file.
Don't forget that a surface polished with oil will keep clean much longer

than one polished dry.
Don't start to turn up a job on lathe centers unless you know that the

centers are both in line with the ways.
Don't cross your belt laces on the side next the pulley, for that makes

them cut themselves in two.
Don't try to cut threads on steel or wrought iron dry; use lard oil or

a cutting compound.
Don't run a chuck or faceplate up to the shoulder suddenly; it strains

the spindle and threads and makes removal difficult.
Don't screw a tool post screw any tighter than is absolutely necessary;

many mechanics have a fals6 idea as to how tight a lathe tool
should be to do its work.

To drive the center out of head spindle use a rod and drive through
the hole in spindle.

When putting a lathe chuck on the head spindle, always remove the
center.

\Mhen the center is removed from the head spindle of the lathe, always
put a piece of rag in spindle hole to prevent any dirt from collecting.

\
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Fic. 353. A School Shop.

INDUSTRIAL APPRENTICE TRAINING

In the United States

The industr ial plants of the United States are very much interested
in the Vocational and Trade Schools. These schools are doing re-
markable work for the individual boys of their own communit ies and
also for the industries of the entire United States as a whole.

The metal-rvorking industry is aware that well  equipped vocational
schools can teach young men the fundamentals of the machinist 's trade
much better than they can be taught to apprentices in factories. Under
the guidance of a capable and thoroughly trained instructor, the boys
not only receive practical instruct ion in the operation of various ma-
chine tools, but are also taught the necessary shop mathematics, me-
chanical drawing, trusiness English, economics, etc.

Industry looks to vocational and trades training schools to supply
young men with suff icient vocational training so that they can be
further trained in the factory for posit ions of expert workmen, spe-
cialty mechanics, foremen, superintendents, salesmen and advert ising
men-not for the ordinary jobs of operating production machines.

A number of large industr ial plants ln the United States have
establ ished training courses in their own plants to supplement and
continue the fundamental training now being given in the Vocational
and Trade Schools.

l.

Allowance for Finish
The amount of stock which

should be left when rough turning
or boring a surface that is to be
finish turned, reamed, ground, or
otherwise finished, varies with the
size of the work and the process
used. Generally speaking, a mini-
mum amount of stock should be
left for the finishing cut. However,
it is important that sufficient stock
be left to make sure that the work
will "clean up." Parts that are to
be heat-treated must have amnle
finish to allow for warping during
the heat-treating process. Allow-
ance must also be made for warp-
ing which may result from the
removal of an outer surface in
which there are likely to be strains,
such as castings or steel bars which

Finish Turning
It has been found that an allowance of Ve+" to Vzz" on the diameter

is usually sufficient for finish turning work of normal length up to 2"
in diameter. For work ovet 2" in diameter, the allowance is usually
between /sz" and. yta".

File Finish
When work is to be finished by filing in the lathe, the stock left for

filing should be as small as possible. This not only saves time, but
produces more accurate results. Very little stock need be left if the
cutting tool is properly ground and set so that it will produce a smooth
finish and wiII not scratch or tear the work. Usually about ,001" to .0015"
on the diameter will be ample, but if only .0005" is necessary, so much
the better. See page 89.

Polishing
The amount of stock removed by polishing with emery cloth is so

small that usually no allowance is made. Only a few tenths of a
thousandth are required for a polishing operation, less than can be
measured with ordinary micrometers. See page 89.

Grinding
The customary allowance for grinding is .010" to .012" on the diameter.

Less may be required on small parts. However, if parts are to be heat.
treated between the turning and grinding operations,an allowance of.015"
to .020" on the diameter may be necessary to allow for warping.

Reaming

Holes that are to be finished by reaming must be drilled or bored
undersize. The allowance for machine reaming in steel is usually .005"
to .010", for cast iron .010" to .015". For hand reaming in steel or cast
iron .0005" to .0015" is sufficient.

Lapping and Honing
Very little stock is removed by the lapping or honing processes.

Usually less than .0005" on the diameter is allowed. See page 89.
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Fic. 356. Taking a Finish 'Iurning Cut
Following a Rough Turning Operation

have not been normalized.
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MOTORS FOR OPERATING LATHES
Many different types of motors are available for operating individual

motor driven lathes. In some cases any one of several different motors
may be used, but usually there is one particular type of motor that will
give more satisfactory service than any other. A brief study of the
various types will aid in selecting the most desirable motor.

Rever.slng Motor Requ_lred-Serreral important lathe opefations
necessitate reversing the rotation of the lathe spindle. F or this reason
it is important that the motor be of the reversible type. The motor
should conform exactly with the electric current that is to be used.
Dual rated motors may be operated on two different voltages.

'When more than one type of current is available, the motor should
be selected for usb with the most desirable type of current. Two or
three-phase alternating current is generally considered more desirable
for power service than single phase current or direct current.

llhe Size of Motor specified by the lathe manufacturer should always
be used unless the lathe is to be operated at spindle speeds higher than
sta[dard. More power is required for high speed operation, necessitat-
ing a larger motor. The lathe manufacturer should always be consulted
before equipping a lathe for high speed operation. The speed of the
motor should be, as nearly as possible, the speed specifled.

Polyphase Motors for 3-phase or 2-phase alternatlng current are
instantly reversible, have a high starting torque and constant speed.
These motors have no brushes or commutators to cause radio interfer-
ence. They are very satisfactory for lathe operatlon.

Ca,pacitor Motors for single phase alternating current are made in
lnstant reversing, and start-stop reversing types. The instant reversing
type is preferable but the start-stop reversing type is less expensive
and may be used satisfactorily on certain classes of lathe work. This
type of motor has a fairly high starting torque and constant speed. It
has a starting switch but has no commutator to cause radio interference.

Repulsion Induction Motors for single phase alternating current
have a high starting torque and fairly constant speed. They ire made
to order in the instant reversing type for lathe operation. Having a
commutator and brushes, this motor may cause radio interference.

Split Phase Motors for single phase alternating current do not have
sufficient starting torque for satisfactory use with a lathe.

Shunt Wound Motors for direct current are instantly reversible,
have d good starting torque and a fairly constant speed. They are
entirely satisfactory for lathe operation, although the cbmmutatoi and
brushes may cause radio interference.

Compound TVound Motors for direct current are instantly reversible.
They have a high starting torque and a fairly constant speed. The
compound wound motors are satisfactory for lathe operation but may
cause radio interference due to the commutator and brush construction.

Universal Motors are designed for operating on either alternatlng
current or direct current. This type of motor is seldom used for operating
a metal working lathe.

Decirnal Equivalents of Nurnber Drills

Decinal
Equivalent

DeciroI
Equivalent

LzL

Gauge
Sizo

G,gluge
we

Gaugo
uze

Decimal
Equivaleut

Gauge
Size

39
40
4T
42
43
4
45
46
47
48
49
50

Lettet
Size

Decimal
Equivalent

I
2
3
4
o
6
I

8
I

10
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L2
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A

B
c
D
E
F
G

.2280

.22t0

.2130

.2090

.2055

.2040

.2010

.1990
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"1935
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.1890
.1850

.234
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.261

.1820
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.r770

.1730

.1695

.1660

.1610

.1590

.1570

.1540
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.1495

.266

.272

.277

.281

.290

.295

26
27
28
29
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

I€ttff
Size

.L470

.t440

.1405

.1360

.1285

.1200

.1 160

.1130

.1110

.1100

.1065

.1040

.1015

.302

.316

.323

.382

.339

.348
:358

.0995

.0980

.0960

.0935

.0890

.0860

.0820

.0810

.0785

.0760

.0730

.0700

L4
15
16
L7
18
19
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2L
22
23
24
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Decirnal Equivalents of Letter Drille

[nllnr
Size

U
V
w
x
Y
L

N
o
P
a
R
S
T

Letter
Size

H
I
J
K
L
M

DeciroI
Equivalent

Decirol
Equivalent

Decimal
Equivalent

.368

.377

.386

.897

.4104 .

.413

Use of Gauge Blocks

Precision gauge blocks are
used for making extremely accurate
measurements, usually for toolroom
or inspection operations. Each
hardened steel block has two op-
posite parallel faces ground and
iapped tb a fine finish, with the dis-
tance between them equal to the
size marked on the block within a
few millionths of an inch. A set
of trlocks includes an assortment of
sizes which permits assembling "tt' 

tu*^-,y*t-::-"1",-?1"::",torosition
Work on Face Pl&te of Lathevarious combin-ations to obtain any

diniension within the capacity o-f

blies up
the set. advancins in increimenti of one ten-thousandth of an inch, Assem-
blies ui to 6" inlength are said to be accurate within one hundred-tho;u-to be accurate within one hundred-thou-
sandth part of an inch at 66' F.

Gauge blocks may be used to locate jig plates and other work on the
face plate of the lathe for boring accurately spaced holes to known vertical
and f,orizontal dimensions. Accurate parallels must firct be attached toand horizontal drmensrons. Accurate parallels must nrst be attacheo to
the face plate in a position which will locate the hole farthest from the
workinq 

-edqes 
of the work piece in line with the center of the latheworking 

-edges of the work piece in line with the center of the lathe
spindlel Affer the first hole 

-is bored, the location of each subsequent
hole is obtained bv insertinq qauqe blocks of the required size betweenhole is obtained by inserting gauge
the work and the parallels.

required size between
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BASE NUMBERS AND NAMES OF LATHE PARTS

The base numbers of the parts of an Underneath Motor Drive Lathe
are shown in Fis. 362. The names of the various parts are listed opposite
the corresponding numbers, on this and the following page.

The base numbers identify each part in a general way, but do not desig-
nate the size or model of the lathe. A prefix or suffix is used with the base
number to establish the exact part required to fit a particular size and
model of lathe. However, if the serial number of the lathe is known, it is
sometimes possible to identify a lathe part by the base number only.

GEAR BOX ASSEMBTY

DRIVE ASSEMBTY IAII-STOCK ASSEMBLY

Principal Parts of a South Bend Undemath Motor Drlve Lathe

iil: Name or Part
5 Rear Lead Screw Bracket

8 Tailstqk Leg (Bed to ChiP Pan)

11 Headstck Cap, Iarge

12 Headstock Cap, Small

14 Spindle Cone Pulley

15 Bull Gear

16 Bull Gar Iock

17 Cone Pulley Pinion

18 Quil l Gear
19 Quill Sleeve
20 Quil l Sleeve Pinion

2l Eccentric Shaft Buhing

21 Back-Gear Lever

26 Spindle Takeup Nut

26 Spindle TakeuP Nut Wsher

2l Twin Gen

2t Revene Gar

80 Spindle Gear

88 Idler Gar

89 Led Screw Thrust Colbr

40 Large Face Plate

60 Tailstek Top

51 Tailstock Bme

52 Tailstock Nut

68 Tailstock Handwhel

54 Tailstek Binding Lwc

66 Tailstock Clamp
60 Saddle

61 Saddle Gib

62 Saddle Iock

63 Cros-Feed Bushing

64 Cross-Fed Graduated Collar

65 Cross-Feed Nut

66 Crcs-Fed Nut Screw

70 Aprcn

7L Apron Handwheel
72 Half-Nuts
?8 Half-Nut Gib
71 Half-Nut Cam
75 Half-Nut Friction Tltasher
76 Rack Pinion Ger
77 Worm Gear
?E Oil Distributing Washer
79 Worm Bushing

"til: Name of Pgrt

80 Clutch Sleeve
81 Apron Clutch Plate
82 Apron Clutch Knob or Handle
83 Apron Feed Change Gear Shaft

E4 Apron Fed Change Lever
85 Cross-Feed Compound Gear
86 Apron Feed Change Idler Gear
E? Crcss-Feed Compound Pinion

E8 Knob

90 ComlDund Rst Top
91 Comlpund Rest Swivel
92 Compound R6t Bse

94 Compound Rest Bushing
95 Compound Rest Nut
96 Comlrcund Ret Chip Guard
9? Apron Feed Interlock Plunger
9E Apmn Feed Interlck Arm

103 Countershaft Cone Pulley
104 Cone Cradle Shaft Collar
110 Compound Ret Graduated Collar
200 Headstock Spindle
201 Tailstock Spindle
202 Eccentric Shaft
209 Apron Feed TVom
204 Rack Pinion
203 lledstock Spindle Sleeve
206 Tailstck Binding Lever Stud
207 Spindle Thrwt Bearing
208 Apron 'Wom Collars
209 Tml Post Blck
2lO Carriage Ircck Screw
2lg Bull Gar hck Gib
211 Bull Gar Lek Plunger
219 Dovet:il Gib Adjusting Screws
227 Compound Rest Bme Gib
223 Clutch Screw
224 Cross-Fed Screw
225 Apron Handwheel Pinion
226 Tailstock Screw
227 Oil Reseryoir Plate
229 Twin Gear Studs
230 Compound Rest Screw
237 Crow-Feed Compound Gear Shafl
238 Tool Pmt Screw
236 Tailstock Clamp Bolt Washer

lo-x6 UNDERNEATH EELT MOIOR DRTVEN TATHE

Fie. gez.
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Part
No.
239
247
248

249

250
251
252
257
276
276
277
274
283
286
296

125

360
862
3?8
400
107
408
409
4r0
Atl
4t2
419
43'I
43E
111
442
450
46L
167
470
600
611
612
600
603

Part
No.
620
627
622
623
624
625
626
629
630
685
637
638
640
642

\ 647

6?0
67L
,T7E

790
1276
t547
2700
2507
2525
2526
2527
2528
2530
2540
2647

2546

2647
2548
2549
2553

2660
2562
2563
2566
2567
2568

2669

Name of Part

Aprcn Wom Key
Idler Gear Bolt
Tailstock Binding Lever Upper

Plug
Tailstck Bindiag Lwer Iower

Plug
Tool Pct
Tml Post Ring
Tool Post Wedge
Comlnuud Rst Top Gib
Rack
Cross-Feed Ball Crmk
Compound R€Et BaII CrqnL
Tai.lstock Set-Over Screws
Tailetock Clmping Nut
Tailstmk Spindle Key
Cres-Feed BalI Crank Retaining

Nut
Center
Bull Gw Ick Guard
Quill Slewe Oil llole Wshq
Tumbler
Half-Nut Lever
'Wom Gear Iock Ring
Handwheel Pinion Thrust Spring
Inside Clutch Plate
Outside Clutch Plates
Oil Reservoir Gasket
Crm-Feed Screw Chip Collar

Qrrill Sleve Oil Hole Plug
Eccentric Sha.ft Buhing, Large
Lubriotion Plate
Countershaft Cone Cradle Beringa
Spindle Proteting Ring Gasket
Spindle Protetihg Ring
Chip Pan Brrckets
Tailstock Leg (Cbip Pan to Flmr)
Switch Arm
Hedst@k Spiudle Beuing, Large
Headstock Spiudle Bering, Small
Gear Box
Main Drive Shaft

Nane of Part

Tumbler Pinion Shaft
Main Drive Gqr
Small Compound Geu
Small Comlnund Gear
Cone Shajt Gq
Small Compound Gqr
Large Comlrcund Gear
Lqd Serew
Primary Gear Brrcket
Rwene Bracket
Reverse Shaft
Reverse Lat€h Lever
Revene Plunger
Reveme Lock
Prirory Ger Bmcket Support
Thrwt Ball Baring
Up1rer Gear Guard
Iower Gar Guud
Motor
Drum Switch
Chip Paa
Gear Box Index Plate
Motor Pulley
Lathe Bed
Cabinet Leg
Cabinet Leg Dmr
Left Ventilator Cover
Leg Dmr Knob
Right Yentilator Cover
Countershaft Cone Cradle
Motor Mounting Plate
Countershaft V-Belt Pulley
Motor Belt Adjusting Stud
Motor Belt Adjwting Shrd

Washen
Countenhaft Cone Pulley Shatt
Cme Cradle Hinge Shaft
Motor Plate Hinge Shaft
Count€rshaft Bering Retainer'Wmhers

Belt Tension Releme Cmnk
Belt Tension Eccentric
Belt Teneion Eccentric Bushing
Belt Tension Eccotric Clevis
Belt Tension Eccmtric Ball Socket
Belt Teroion Eccmtric Ball Seket

Sleve
Countqshaft Cone Cradle Adiwt-

ing Serew
Countershaft Cone Cradle Adjust-

ing Screw Nut
Headstoek
Headstock Gone Pulley Cover
Cone Pulley Cover Knob
Quill Gear Guard
Bull Gear Guard
Lead Screw Gear
Scrw Gear

The Surface Plate

The surface plate, shown in
the illustration above, is a flat

rubbed over it. The high sPots
on the surface tested will be
marked with the pigment, and
can be filed or scraped off. The
surface is then re-tested and
re-scraped until satisfactorY.

Surface plates are also used by toolmakers for locating and checking
holes in jigi plates, Iaying out work, testing, inspecting, and similar
oDeration;. Wlth the aid of a surface gauge and a set of gauge blocks
viry accurate work can be done on the surface plate.

604 Main Drive Collar
606 Tumbler Idler Gear
607 Tumblq Guide Bar
608 Tumbler Plunge
612K24 Stud Gear
612K48 Stud Gear
614 Cone Gar Shaft
616K16 Gear Box Cone Gear-16 Teth Z57O
615K18 Gar Box Cone Ger-18 Teeth
615K20 Gear Box Cone Gear-20 Teeth ZS75
615ltr22 Gear Box Cone G6r-22 Teth 2576
615K23 Gear Box Cone Gar-23 TeetJr 2579
616K24 Gear Box Cone Gqr-24 Teeth 2580
615K26 Gear Box Coue Gear-26 Teth 2587
616K28 Ger Box Cone Gear28 Teth 3236
6fg Small Compound Gear 9287

FiE. 365. Laying Out
Work with Surface Plate,
V-Block,  and Surface

Gugo

\

Fig. 363. Surface Plate with V-Rlocks and Angle Plate for Laying Out lltork

Fis.364. Toolna&er Incating Holes in Jig
Pl;te with Aid of Surface Plate, Surface Gauge,

and Gauge Blwks
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DTMENSIONS FOR TOOLTNG SOUTH BEND LATHES

All dirnensions are in inches

SPINDLE NOSE THREAD
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1o Collet

16' &
L6-24"
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Lacing Belts . .-.. . .-...... 1?
Lappins in the Lathe. --- .-... ...-..... .- 89
Lathe Dog, Attaching ... .47 , 48
Lathe Tools 27
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Metric Lathes
Metric Measure
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Setting the Lathe Tool ------28, 49
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Surface Plate
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Tailstock of Lathe
Tailstock Set{ver for Tapers,

Calculating
Tap Dril l  Sizes
Taper Attachment --Taper Gauges
Taper Turning and Boring --69 to
Tapered Screw Threads
Tapers, Standard Dimensions of --
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Tempering and Hardening ---- I
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Power Carriage Feeds *--26,
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Production Attachments ------- 96
Pulleys, CalcuJating Speed and Size-26, l11

Quick Change Gear Box for Threads
and Feds

Quick Change Gear Lathes *--6, 26,

R€amer Sharpening
Reming in ttre LatReming in ttre Latl
Refacing Automobile

Lathe --------
rbile Valves .----- 1

Removing Chuck fmm Spindle --Reverse Lever on Ileadstock
Roughing Cuts,
Rough Turning

Maximugr Depth ---

Running Fits

School Shops
Screw Pitch

Testing fnstruments for Chuck Work 64. 66
Testing the Lathe for Accuracy ---16, 40
Thread Cutting -*- 69
Thread Cutting StoD -*----.- ?8
Thread Cutting Tool ----*--82, 76
Thread
Thread

Dial ---.-----81. 86

Screw Threads, calculating change
gears for ------- 114

Screw Threads, Fitting and Testing - ?9
Screw Thread Tables -------- ?1
Screw Thread Terms ------- ?0
Screw Thread Cutting ------ 69
Selecting a Lathe -.--.-----..----- 11
Semi-machined Chuck Plate, Fitting - 112
Setting Cutter Bit for Threads --- 76
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Tool Gauge

Toolroom Lathes
Transposing Gearg for Metric Screw

Threads
Tungsten Carbide Cutter Bits --_-
Turning Betwen Centers ----
Turret for Lathe Bed
Turret Lathes for Manufacturing --

103 Undercutting Amature Commutators- 106
I]nderneath Motor Drive fo Lathu- 9

118 lfniversal Chuck -------- 66
79 IJ. S. Standard Screw Thread ---- 70

Valve Refacing in the Lathe
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'Wood, Machining
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Threads, Tems Relating to -.*-- ?0
Tolerances for Fits --.- .--..--.-.--.-.- ..* 103
Tml Bits, High Speed Steel -..-..-... 27 tD 84
Tool Holders for Lathes ----..-.. 27, 98
Tmlmaker's Buttous --*----. -. -.--- 4l

Wood Turning on Lathe
Wom Thread, 29o-----

How to Become a Machlnlst
1. Keep your cutting tools sharp.

2. Look at your drawing carefully before starting your job.

3. Be sure your machine is set up right before starring the
wofk.

4. Take your measurements acqttately.

5. Keep your machine well oiled, clean and neat. Personal
neatness will give you personality.

6. Take an interest in your job; don't feel rhat you are forced
to work.

7. Learn the fundamentals of mechanical drawing.
8. Keep your belts tight and free from oil.

9. Take- as !9avy a cur as the machine and cutting tool will
stand until you zue near rhe finished size; then Enish care-
fully and accurarelv.

10. Try to. understandle mecharrism of the machine you are
oPeraung.

11. Hold yourself responsible for the job you are working on.
12. Keep- yorr eyes og th9 man ahead of you; you may be

called on ro take his place some day.

13. Have a place for everything, and keep everything in its
place.

14. Read one or rwo of the technical magazines relating to
your line of work.

L5. lf a boy learns a trade properly he becomes a first-class
mechanic, bur if he has abiliity he need not stop at that.
Henry Ford, George I7estinghouse and others got their
start because they were mechanics.

16. If you have spoiled a iob, admit your carelessness to yorrr
foteman, and don't oft.et any excuses.

17. Before starting to work on a lathe, roll up your
sleeves and reiove your necktie-safety pays.


